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FOREWORD
Professor Golay, of the Department of Econonrlcs and Southeast Asia
Program, came to Cornell in 1953 from Washington, D.C., where he served
as economist (specializing on the Far East) in various government agencies,
including the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
During 1955-56 Professor Golay received an award for advanced re
search from the United States Educational (Fulbright) Foundation in the
Philippines. Affiliated with the University of the Philippines, he was able
to carry out research there and in many other parts of the islands on
problems associated with economic policies of the Republic.
r-fhe present study of the Revised United States -Philippine Trade
Agreernent of 1955 was originally prepared as a journal article� However,
publication in that form would have entailed omission of materials which
Professor Golay felt should be included in his study. It was accordingly
decided that his work should be enlarged and issued in this form.
The Revised United States-Philippine Trade Agreement of 1955
eliminates all of the provisions of the 1946 AgTeement which infringed on
Philippine sovereignty and which proved to be a persistent source of irrita
tion in postwar United States-Philippine relations. The analysis presented
here suggests that the impact of the Revised Trade Agreement will be
primarily political, and the orderly reduction in mutual economic preferences,
which has been a consistent United States objective in economic relations be
tween the two countries, is maintained in the Revised Agreement. The
principal economic consequence of the Revised Agreement should bei·a
substantial increase in Philippine government revenues from the import
duties which will be levied on imports from the United States at accelerated
rates.
The Southeast Asia Program would like to acknov,ledge the contri
bution of iv.trs. Rose Thomas who assisted r11aterially in the production of
this Data Paper.
Lauriston Sharp, Director
Professor of Ar1thropology
Southeast ADia Program
Department of Far Eastern Studies
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
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THE REVISED UNITED STATES-PHILIPPINE TRADE AGREEMENT· CF 19551
V/ith the approach of the end (July 3, 1954) of the eight year:.' '.Rehabili- - .
tation" period of free trade provided in the Ur.Jted States -Philippine: Trade
Agreement (1946), pressure for revision of the Agreement mounted in the
Philippines and was increasingly recognized in the United States. 2
I
THE PHILIPPINE POSITION V✓ITH 'RESPECT TO
REVISION OF THE 1946 TRADE AGREEMENT
On April 24, 1952, President Quirino appointed a distinguished com
mittee of fifteen mempers to "make a final study and advise the President on :_
the proposed revision of the Trade Agreement between t11e Philippines and the ·
United States. 113 The report of the Committee, submitted January 9, 1953,

1.

Agreement between - the Republic of the Philippines and the United States
of America concerning trade and related matters during a transitional
period following·the institution of Philippine independence, signed at
Manila on July 4, 1946, as revised, including a pro�ocol, annexes and
related exchange of notes both dated September· 6, 1955, V/ashington, D. C,,
September 6, 1955. For further informati'6n on ·the Revtsed United States
Philippine Trade Agreement, ·cf. Alirensdorf, J., "Some Economic Aspects
of the Revised Bell Trade Act,'' Economic
Research Jot,rnal, Vol. II, No .1,
·
June 1955, pp. 7-14 and Tejam, IV1.A. ,i· "The Story of the 1954 Philippine
Economic Mission to the United States, " Economic Research Journal,
Vol. II, No. 3, December 1955, pp. 138-148.

2.

For example, the United States Economic Survey (Bell) lVIission Report
made the following recommendation. "The Philippine Government will
find it necessary to direct its commercial policy to meet the needs for
development and to strengthen trade relations with other countries. The
present trade agreement sets the terms that will govern the trade rela
tions between the United States arid the Philippine Republic for the next
twenty-four years. The Act under which the agreement was made was
passed more than four years ago. Conditions have changed very.
radically since then; new problems have emerged and new policies
have become necessary to deal with them. It would be desirable to
have a joint Uni�ed States -Philippine Comt_nission study the need for
modification of the trade agreement to cover trade relations between·
the two countries. "

3,

Executive Order No. 499, Manila, April 24, 1952 • RepriQted in
Central Bank of the Philippines, At1nual Report, 1952, p. 323.

2
recommended that "immediate representations" be made to the United
States to initiate· negotiations to revise the 1946 Trade Agreement. 4
The basic recommendation of the Committee was a proposal of "reciprocal
free trade" providing "for a limited and reciprocal free trade between the
two countries whereby full duties will be imposed on all imports both ways,
except for those commodities that may be included in the duty-free list
and up to _the volume and/or amount as may be agreed upon. "5
Following the inauguration of President Magsaysay on January 1, 1954,
he appointed a Special Committee headed by Vice President Garcia to con
sider proposals for revision of the 1946 Trade Agreement. This committee
endorsed the recommendations of the 15-man Committee of the previous
(Quirino) administration by submitting a "selective free trade" formula as
the basic recommendation, The basic proposal of selective free trade was
presented to the United States in an exchange of diplomatic notes as the basis
for negotiating a Revised Trade Agreement but was rejected as "unworkable
and unacceptable" by the United States Government. 6
Meanwhile, in the summer of 1954 both the United States and the
Philippines took steps to suspend the imposition of tariffs on imports from
the other country ·as scheduled in the 1946 Trade Agreement pending the
outcome of the negotiation of a new Trade Agreement. 7
4,

5•

6.

'

The Report of the President's 15-man committee to Revise the Trade
Agreement Between the Philippines and the United States as well as
the attaclled report of a Special Committee of the National Economic
Counci�, TJ:ie Need for a Revision of the Executive Agreement with
the Qnited States; Manila, IVIarch 26, 1952, are reprinted in Central
Bao·ir. _of the. _PNlippines, Annual Report, 1952. pp. 398-410
-·
'

,'

Ibid • , p • 408 .

Tejarµ, lVI. A., �• cit., p. 138
.

7.

'

,

For the United States. -- Public Law 474, 83rd Congress, "An Act
to provide for an extension on a reciprocal basis of the period of
the. free entry of Philippine Articles in the United States, " V✓ashington, D. C.,
July 5, 1954.- On July 10, 1954 President Eisenhower issued a Proclamation
extending duty;-free treatment for Philippine imports until December 31, 1955,
For the Philippines--Republic Act No. 1137 of June 16, 1954, "An Act to
Amend Commonwealth Act Seven Hundred and Thirty-three" authorized
the extension on a reciprocal basis of duty-free entry of
imports
until· December 31, 1955. President Magsaysay on July 12, 1954 issued
Presidential Proclamation No. 49 extending duty-free treatment for U.S.
imports until December· 31, 1955 •

u,,s.

3

In the fall of 1954 a fifteen :m�n Philippine mission, headed by
Senator Jose P. Laurel, was despatched to the United States to negotiate
a Revised Trade. Agreement. · A counterpart United States mission was
headed by lv.lr. James Langley, a New Harnpshire publisher ,, The nego
tiations opened on September 20, 1954 and it was not until :'ibnost three
months later, December 15, 1954 that a draft agreement (Laurel-Langley
Agreement) embodying substantial changes in the 1946 Trade Agreement
was signed in Washington. 8 The Laurel- Langley Agreement required the
enactment ·of implementing legislation by the Congresses of both countries.
On June 18, 1955, Republic Act No. 1355 was· signed by President Magsaysay 9
and on August 1, 1955, the United States Congress enacted Public Law 196,
84th Congress. 10 These laws were followed by t11e formality of "negotiating"
the Revised Trade Agreement along the lines of the Laurel-Langley Agree
ment. On September 6, 1955 L"'le Revised Trade Agreement was signed in
\iVashington. On Cctober 26¥ 1955 President Eisenhower proclaimed the
Revised Trade Agreement to talce effect on January l, 1956. This was
followed by a·similar proclamation (No. 216) by President lVia.gsaysay on
November 28, 1955.
The Philippines approached the Trade Agreement negotiations with
a formula which was widely discussed as "selective free trade.t" . The
Philippines proposed llthat the present trade provisions of the executive
agreement be replaced by others providing- for a limited and reciprocal
free trade between the Philippines and the United-States whereby full
duties will be imposed on all imports, both ways, except for those com
modities that by agreement of the two countries, are to be included in
the duty-free lists and -up to such volume and/or amount as may be agreed
.
upon. 1111
,.
.
8. f!nal Act of Negotiations Relative to the Revision of the 1946
Trade Agreement·aetwe.en the -United States·. of Am_erica and
the Republic of the Philippines, VVashington, D. C., December 15, 1954.
9. "An Act authorizing the President of the Philippines to enter into-.

a revised agreement with the President of the United States on
the basis of the Final Act of Negotiations relative to the Revision
of the 1946 Trade· Agreement between the Republic of the
Philippine� and the United States of America, which was signed
at Vifashington, D.C. on December 15, 1954.

10. "Philippi�e Trade Agreement 1,evision Act_of 1955."
,

,

11. Cuaderno, M� ,· Guideposts to Economic Stability and ProB!ess,
(Manila, 1955), p. 250, Note the sfrnilarity of "�elective free
trade"to ''Reciprocal free trade initially proposed by the
·
Philippines.
II

4
Philippine discussion in anticipation of revision of the 1946 Agree
ment served to clear a way m1..ch of the confusion which has characterized
Philippine consideration of Philippine-United States trade relations. The
Philippine position recognized the importance to the Philippine economy of the
preferred position in United States markets for Philippine agricultural
products, particularly the Philippine quota in the United States sugar mar
ket. In view of the postwar decade of calumny directed at the so-called
.'"'free-trade" provisions of the 1946 Trade Agreement, it was refreshing
to see official Philippine recognition that retention of United States tariff
concessions for Philippine exports was a basic objective of Philippine
policy.
Prior to the departure of the Philippine Trade Revision (Laurel)
Mission to the United States, the details of t'le Philippine position with
respect to revision of the 1946 Trade Agreement were "leaked" to the
press. 12 The twelve concrete proposals comprising the Philippine
position were as follows:
"(l) Free entry into the United States of sugar, coconut oil,
cordage, desiccated ·coconut, cigars, leaf tobacco, pearl
buttons, embroidery, in quantities specified in the Philippine
· Trade Act of 1946, until January , 1974, canned pineapple
· and other goods for future export to the United States to be
·
borne in mind by the l\lil.ssion.
"(2) Entry into the United States of all other Philippine
· exports on the same basis as those permitted to other
countries under the most-favored-nation treatment.
"(3) Free entry into the Philippines of essential food and
essential producer· goods from the United States per list
to be submitted; all other United States exports to be
subject to duty.

12.

The Sunday Times·(lVianila) of August 29,. 1954, pp.- 1-2,
under the headline, "PI Stand on the Bell Act Bared. "
published an article reviewing and quoting from a 26-page
report to President Magsaysay of the technical panel of
The Philippine Trade Revision :Niission to the United States.
The next day, Senator Gil J. Puyat, Chairman of the panel
(r/ianila Times� Aµgust 31, 1954, p, 1) denounced this pre
mature· disclosure by an unnamed congressional source,
stating it had weakened the Philippine position.

5
an opportunity may pre
"(4) In the course of negotiations;
·
sent itself for the Philippine 'l'llisssion to request, if a quota
on sugar is to be maintained, that it be based on the pres
ent consumption of sugar in the United Statess. . The panel
is informed that the present Philippine quota of 852., 000
long tons was originally determined on the basis of 15.-4 1%
of the annual consumption in the United States of 5,s500,s000
long tonss. On the basis of present consumption of sugar
in ,that country of 8, 200,s000 long tons, the Philippine quota
should now be 1, 148, 730 long tonss.
lf(5) The Philippine :Mission should explore the possibility
of retaining quotas on Philippine exports to the United
States after 1974, even without any other preferencess.
"( 6) Presidents of both countries to have the right to
impose quotas on any product of each country if found that
such product were coming or likely to come into substantial
competition ·swith similar product of the other country.
"(7) Elimination ofs·· the power of the United States Govern
m_ent with respect to fixing of individual quotas already
·established on coconut o�l, sugar, cordage, cigars ., scrap
·tobacco and pea�J butto�s .•
"(8) If (1) and (2) are not acceptable, propose t..1-ie continu
atiori. of the present trade provisions of Executive Agree1nent,
provided the duties to be collected on Philippine products are
paid back to the Philippine Government to be used for economic
development and as stabilization fund to insure stability of the ·
Philippine currencys. Items ( 6) and (7) must be insisted upon.
"(9) It is imperative that the Philippine tariff system be re
viseds. The tariff is one of the most important instruments
in promoting the development of domestic industriess. rfhis
device is used by all industrial nations . Even the United
States, the most economically and financially stable country
of the world, has a system of protective tariffs which is
· ·
among the highest in the worlds.
''The tariff schedule should be so designed that only minin1um
rates purely for revenue purposes should be in!posed on essen
tial producer goods and esse11tial consumer articles which are
not and cannot be produced locally in the foreseeable future .
'11lith respect to consumer goods which n1ay be -produced in this

6
country, the tariff rates should be high. enough to give local indus
tries a strong co1npetitive position with imported products . These
rates should be anywhere from 50 to 100%, depending on the degree
of essentiality of the article, and the need of protection for the
local enterprises. In general, it can be stated that the rates
should be high enough to restrict the volume of imports to levels
compatible with our foreign-exchange resources as will enable
us to lift our trade and exchange controls
•·:(10) That 'the provision in the present Executive Agreement govern
ing immigration, and the rights and privileges extended to citizens
in the field of public utilities, land owndership and exploitation of
natural resources be made reciprocal as between citizens of both
countries.
"(11) That the provision of the present Executive Agreement ret

quiring the Philippine Government to obtaint,the consent of the
President of the United States before it can change the par value
of the peso· or restrict transactions in foreign exchange, be
eliminated, and that the right of thet·Republic of the Philippines to
control a.11d administer its currency, subject only to its commit
ment to the International Nhnetary Fund, be recognizedt.
"( 12) 'fl1:e Ivlission should stress the need for a Stabilization Fund;

irrespective of any trade arrangement which may be agreed upon,
in order to insure the stability of the Philippine currency, since it
is the plan of the Philippine Government not only to decontrol im ports but also to allow t.t,e remittance abroad (United States) of all
current earnings of foreign firms and individuals engaged in busi
in the Philippines • "
Analysis of "Selective Free Trade''.
Analysis of the composition of Philippine exports to the United States
during recent years indicates that if the Philippine list·of commodities p:roposed
for free entry into the United States had been accepted, that these commodities
together with the substantial proportion of Philippine exports presently on the
United States free list, " i o e. , not subject to tariff duties would have accounted
for virtually all of current Philippine exports to the United States.
11

During 1953-54, Philippine exports to the United States were valued
(f.o • b , ) at $258 • 3 million. Philippine exports not subject to United States
duty totalled $9 8. 8 million or 38. 6 per cent of total exports. 13 During this
13 , Including: copra ($56. 2 million), abaca ($1 1 . 9 million), base
metals, ores, and concentrates ($22.2 million-), logs and
timber ($7. 3 million) and crude rubber, copal, maguey and
other gums- and resins ($1 . 2 million). Republic of the·
Philippines, Bureau of Customs.

7
same period, exports of commodities for which the Philippines proposed
duty-free treatment (including canned pineapple) averaged $1 48 . 6 million14
or 58 . 6 per cent of total exports. The Philippine proposal of "selective
free trade" would have resulted in the free entry of approximately 97 per
cent of Philippine exports to the United States in recent years.
The "selective free trade" proposal would have produced little
�hange in existing United States -Philippine economic relations. The ob
jective of this proposal was to balance trade and payments between the
two countries subject to the basic limitation of maximum duty-free
exports to the United States. Following the imposition of exchange con trols by the Philippines in November 1949, payments betvveen the two
countries have been balanced subject to theisame
basic limitation of
·
maximum duty-free Philippine exports to the United States. The only
effective limit on Philippine exp.prts to the United States in recent years
arising out of the 1946 Trade Agreement has been - the sugar quota
.
assigned to the Philippines. 15
_
In view of the widespread criticism, both in the Philippines and
the U11ited States of the so-· called "free-trade" relationship bet\veen the
two countries, United States rejection of the Philippine proposal of
"selective free trade" is not surprising. Moreover, acceptance of the
Philippine recommendation of "selective free tradei" would hav· e requir�d
that the United States abandon a basic objective of United States economic
policy towards the Philippines. Beginning wit.11 establishment of the
,

14. Including: sugar ($100. 4 million), coconut oil ($16 . 5 million),
cordage ($0 . 6 million), desiccated coconut ($14. 5 million),
embroideries ($7 . 4 nµllion), canned pineapple ($7. 8 million)
and cigars, leaf tobacco, and pearl buttons ($1 . 4 million).
Republic of the Philippines, Bureau of Customs.
15. See Golay,i· F . H . t "Economic Consequences of the Bell
Trade Act.i· " Pacific Affairs, Vol. XXVIU, No. 1,
March 1 955, pp, 64--65. Quotas for Philippine exports
to the United States, with the exception- of sugar and cordage,
have not been filled in the postwar period. Moreover, the
.. · .. .
economically significant quotas on cordage and cocor1ut oil
do not represent potential limits on Philippine export earnings
because these commodities can be exported to thei· United
States without limit at a prior stage of processing, i.e.i,
as abaca and copra which are on the United States "free
list.i"

8
Commonwealth Government in 1933, the United States has, ,with few ab
errations, maintained a policy of orderly reduction in mutual economic
preferences •t16
II
SURVEY OF CHANGES IN THE REVISED TRADE
AGREEl\fJENT FAVORABLE TO THE PHILIPPINES
The over-all impression gained from analysis of the Revised Trade
Agreement is that there have been desirable changes eliminating provisions
of the 1946 Agreement which infringed on Philippine sovereignty, but that
the transition in the economic relationship between the two countries en
visaged in the 1946 Agreement will not be materially changed by the Revised
Agreementt. The scheduled reduction of the preferred position of each
country in the market of the other vn.11 continue, and if the Revised Agree
ment is fully implemented, the Philippines vn.11 achieve substantial
formal economic independence by 197 4 .
Changes with Significant Economic Consequences
A major concession to the Philippines in the Revised Trade Agreement
sharply accelerates the rate at which Philippine tariffs are to be collected on
imports from the United States and at the same time sharply decelerates the
rate at which United States tariff duties are to be collected on imports from
the Philippines. For example, under the Revised .t\..greementt., 75 per cent of
Philippine tariff duties will be collected on imports from the United States
beginning January 1, 1962 while in the 1946 Agreement, the comparable rate
scheduled was 45 per cent. On the other hand, under the Revised Agreement,
only 20 per cent of United States tariff duties will be collected on imports
from·the Philippines beginning January 1, 1962 while under the 1946 Agree
ment, the comparable rate scheduled was 45 per cent.

16 . The provisions of the 1946 Trade Agreement infringing upon
Philippine economic sovereignty which are primarily explained
in terms of the interests of the United States business com
munity in the Philippines represented the only significant
departure from this policy. The United States suffered great
political damage from this inept reversion .to. economic imperi
alism while the economic consequences for the Philippines \ivere
probably slight. Cf . Golay, �- cit . , pp. 53-70.

9
:Proportion � Philippine tariff duties to � collected � imports
a)
of
United
'States
commodities:
(
- -- ---

-----

Average rate under
1946 Agreement(b )
1/1/19�6 • 12/31/1958
1/1/1959 - 12/31/1961
1/1/1962 - 12/31/1964
1/1/1965 - 12/31/ 1973
1/1/19.74 and subsequently
(a)

Rate under Revised Agreement

20%
35%
50%
80%
100%

25%
50%

75 %

90%
100%

Revised Agreement, Article I, paragraph 1.

(b)
Under the 1946 Agreement,s. the proportion of
Philippine tariff duties to be collected o_n i�ports of
United State� commodities was scheduled to increase
5 per cent per annum until full duties would · be imposed
beginning January 1, 1973.
Proportion £!_United States tariff duties � 12._e collected � imports
· ·
·:
2!_ Philippine commodities: (a)
Average rate under
1946 .Agreement { b)
1/1/1956 - 12/31/1958
1/1/1959 - 12/31/1961
1/1/1962 - 12/31/1964
1/1/1965 - 12/31/1967
1/1/1968 - 12/31/1970
1/1/1971s- 12/31/1973
1/1/1974 and subsequently
(a)

Rate under
Re.. .
·vised Agreement

5%

20%

35%
SO%

65%

80%
95%
100%

1q%

20%

40%
60%
80%
100%

Revised Agreement, Article I, paragraph 2 .

Under the 1946 Agreement, the proportion of
(b)
United States tariff duties to be collected on imports
of Philippine commodities was scheduled to increase
5 per cent per annum until full duties imposed
beginning January 1, 1973 .

10
. .

Not only does the Revised Agreement sharply accelerates.the col lection of Philippine tariff duties on imports from the United States, but
the Philippines is in the process of. evolving a new tariff policy which pro
vides levels of protection substantially higher than were envisaged in the
Laurel - Langley Agreements. An interim change in Philippine tariff policy
resulted from Executive Order No. 150 of December 31, 1955 which pro
vided for increases up to several hundred per cent in tariff duties on ap
proximately eighty-five commodity classifications plus an increase of
30 per cent in all other tariff ratess. 17
. .
.
.
Republic Acts. Nos. 9 1 1 of June 20, 1953 created a Tariff Commission
to "make a thorough study of the tariff system of the Philippiµes, and not
later than one and one half years from the date of assumption of offices of
its members, shall submit its recommendations for a revision of the tariff
system together with a draft of a bill embodying a revised tariff law.
The recommendations of the Tariff Commission in tl1e form ef a proposed
"Tariff Revision Bill" were submitted to the House 'l/ays �d Means Com
mittee on June 24, 1955. Toe recommended tariff was clearly protective
in character and would establish high levels of protection for existing and
potential Philippine industriess. The Philippine Congress failed to act on
the proposed tariff revision bill curing the regular and special session
during 1955 and Executive Order l-Jo 150 was issued as a stop-gap. Thes.
Philippine Congress in both the regular (100-day) and the special session
for 1956 failed to enact new tariff legislation which became involved in a
complex tfolitical struggle between administration and congressional
forcess. 1 However, it is ,1nlikely that th.e Congress will not make a
change in Philippine tariff policy to higher levels of protection.
1

1

The Revised Agreement also provides fer a Special Import Tax
on all Philippine imports to be collected beginning in 1956. 19 The purpose
of the Special Import Tax is to maintain Philippine government r.e�en1:1es,

17s. Republic Act Nos. 1196 of August 25, 1954 empowered the
President "upon prior investigation by and recommendation of
the (Tariff) Commission • • • to decrease by not more than
sixty per centum or to increase by not more than ten times
the rates of import duty however established when in his .
judgment such reduction or increase is necessary in the
interest of national economy, general welfare and national
defense • • • "

18. Republic of the Philippines, House of Representatives, H. No . 5513,
"Tariff and Customs Code of the Philippines,s" H . R . Committee
Report No. 2157 of _April 13, �956.
19 . Revised Agreement, Article I, paragraph 7 .

11
.
,,� .
comp��sa�_9tgi.fo;t ·· the Special . Tax on Sa;�es ofi· Foreign Exchange which expired
at·ithe
of· 1955 . The Special Ir.L1port Tax is scheduled to be imposed at
dec).i��g rates (reducing to zero a. t the end of 1965) as an increasing propor
tion: 'of Phiij.ppine tariff rates are collected on United States imports. 20
.

:�c1

The Revised Agreement deletes the provisions 'of the 1946 Agreement
prohiJ;�iting changes in the peso exchange rate, convertibility of the peso
into.Jioilars, and·tesitrictions on the trans'fer of funds from the Philippines to .
the Uilit¢d' States, except by_ Agreement of the President of the United. States. 21
This.. ch�:t1ge was obviously needed -� the Philippines ar·e to achieve formal
economic as well as political independence •i. However, the economic significance of the change is probably · negligible. The significant·postwar changes
in peso convertibility and in the effective peso exchange rate, indiicate that
agreement of the President of the Unitedi·States was readily forthcoming or
·
·
.
22
d
could be circumvente .
.

.

20. It will be recalled that the Special Tax on Sales of Foreign Exchange
(17 per cent) resulted fror.n the United States Economic Survey (Bell)
1V.1ission recommendation that 'a special emergency tax of 25 per cent
be levied for a period not to· exceed two years on imports of all goods
other than rice, ·icorn, flour, canned fish, canned milk and fertilizer;
that if such an emergency import - levy is not possible under the Trade
Agreement with the United States, either very heavy excise taxes should
be imposed or a tax of 25 per cent should be levied on all sa1.es of
exchange; • • • " Economic Survey TVlission to the ·Philippines, Report
to tl1e President -of the --United State$,
----· V/ashington, D . C . , October 9 , 1950,
p. 4. The enactment of the Special Tax on Sales of Foreign Exchange
followed a Philippine commitment in the Quirino-Foster Agreement
(�J.ianila, November 14, 1950) to implement selected recornmendations
of the Bell Wrl.ssion.
,
21. 1946 Agreement, Article V.
22. For example, Philippine exchange and import controls which have been
implemented since late 1949 basically changed the convertibility of the
peso. The Special Tax on Sales of Foreign Exchange (Republic Act 601,
March 28., 1951) significa1:1tly changed the peso exchange rate for the
bulk of Philippine foreign exchange paymentsio The Emergency Gold
W.dning Assistance Act .(Republic Act 1164, June 18, 1954) and the earlier
l\Aonetary Board policy (October 30, 1952) permitting gold producers to
�ket their output in the free market provided a special favorable effec
tive peso exchange rate for gold producers. Similarly, the No-Dollar
·
Import law (RepubliciAct
1410, September 10, 1955) will permit pro
ducers of export commodities to barter marginal increments of output
abroad for commodities to be imported into the Philippines outside the
system of exchange allocations. This will establish a haphazard system
of multiple (effective) exchange rates for Philippine producers who are
able· to expo:rt commodi_ties under this law.
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The Revised Agreement eliminates the absolute quotas established by
the United States for imports from the Philippines of cigars, scrap tobacco,
stemmed and filler tobacco, coconut oil, rice and shell buttonse. Under the
Revised Agreement these commodities are subject to declining tariff quotas
initially equal to the absolute quotas established in the 1946 Agreement.
Imports into the United States in excess of the duty-free quotas will pay
100 per cent of the United States duty. 23 Still another change sharply de
celerates the rate at which the duty-free quotas for these commodities are
reduced. 24 Inasmuch as postwar Philippine exports of these commodities
to the United States have amounted to only a fraction of the quotas, the re"'.
moval of the absolute quota limitations is of little economic significancee.
Similarly, the diminishing duty-free quotas will acquire significance only
in later years of the transition period when levels of Philippine exports to
the United States become subject to duty-free quota limitationse.
In the case of quotas on sugar and cordage, which have been
economically significant determinants of levels of Philippine exports of
these commodities to the United States, the absolute quota limitations
have been retained at levels established in the earlier agreement - - i . e . ,
952, 000 short tons of raw and refined sugar and 6 million pounds of
cordagee.25 The United States resisted any movement to make these
quotas permanently duty free and Philippine exports of these commodities
will be subject to the schedul�d application of United States tariff dutiese.
Another change in the Revised Agreement eliminates limitations on
the allocation of quotas established in the earlier agreement. 26 The 1946
Agreement established the principle that annual quotas for export to the
United States of commodities subject to quota would be granted to producers
operating in 1940 on the basis of their production in the prewar period. It
is desirable to eliminate such a historical basis for allocation of quotas and
any likely alternative basis for quota allocation by the Philippine Government
will be an improvement over the out-of-date allocations based on the pre-war
pattern ,of production.

23. Revised Agreement, Article II. Under the 1946 Agreement these com

modities, together with sugar and cordage were subject to absolute
quotas with a diminishing duty-free quota within the overall limitation
of the absolute quotae. Under the Revised Agreement, the absolute
,quotas other than those on sugar and cordage are eliminatede. Note
that rice is no longer subject to quota limitation� The rice quota is
in the 1946 Agreement, 520 short tons, was economically insignificant.

24 . Ibid.
25e. Ibid.

26, The Revised Agreement deletes Article II, paragraphs 3 and 4 and

the portion of Article VIII, paragraph 2 of the 1946 Agreement which
provided for allocation of quotas in the United States market.
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Still another provision of the Revised· Agreement specifies that the
absolute quota set for Philippine exports of sugar to the United States "shall
be without prejudice to any ·increases which the Congress of the; United
States might allocate to the Philippines in the future. 1127 . The· 1946 ·Agree
ment specifically limited the Philippine sugar quota in the United States
market during the duration of the· 1946 Agreement to 952, 000 short tons. 28
Changes Primarily of Political Significance
The remaining changes incorporated in the Revised Trade Agree
ment can be categorized as removing non-reciprocal and politically
humiliating provisions of the 1946 Agreement. One provision makes the
enjoyment of "parity" ri�hts by citizens of either country in the territory
of the other reciprocalt. 9 While the terms of the Agreement meticulously
provide for a formal reciprocity, actual reciprocity is not likely to result
from application of the Agreementt. The imbalance in the political influence
which each country is able to exert on the activities of the other and the dis-·
parity· in, the politi�� and economic influence of the minority of citizens of
each country, engaging in, or proposing to engage in economic activity in
the other country will prevent the achievement of real parity.
27 . Revised Agreement, Article II, paragraph 1�
28 . "The Sugar Act of 1948t" �f August 8, 1947 (Public Law 519, 80th
Congress, 1st Session) and "Act to Amend and Extend. the Sugar Act
of 1948 as Amended,t" of May 29, 1956 . (Public Law 545, 84th Congress ,t·
2nd Session) provide for allocation of United States sugar consumption .
requirements among domestic and favored foreign producerst> including
the Philippines . During the first half of 1956 when the Unitedt·States
House and Sena�e Agriculture Committees were holding hearings pre
paratory to amending the Sugar Act of 1948, there was wide spread
Philippine speculation regarding an increase in the Philippine sugar
quotat. The failure of the Philippines to receive a larger Unite� States
sugar quota in P. L e 545 may well have resulted from efforts of repre
sentatives and senators from southern states (U .S . ) iA retaliation for
the current Philippine policy of minimizing leaf tobacco imports from
the United. States .
P..epublic Act 1194 of August 25, 1954 limited Philippi_�e leaf
tobacco imports in 1954 to 40 per cent of imports in 1950, in 1955
to 25 per cent of imports in 1950 ani for 1956 and succeeding_ years
to the margin between Philippine tobacco leaf production in that year
and the. tobacco leaf consumption in tobacco products manufactured
in the preceding year. The law also fixed minimum prices for
Philippine leaf tobacco production which are relatively bigh , Tobacco
price policy together with import controls have stimulated a .trapid
expansion in Phllippjne tobacco acreage o
.

��

29. Revised Agreement, Article VI.

'
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A second change makes reciprocal the right of each country to impose additional quantitative restrictions on imports from the other country. 30
This provision merely formalizes the eyjsting relationship as the Philippines
has, since 1 949, been imposing quantitative restrictions on imports from
the United States under exchange and import . controls. Indeed, under the
1 946. Agreement no ne� quotas have been imposed by the United States on.
imports from the Philippines while Philippine import and exchange control
policy has included relatively arbitrary quantitative restrictions on Philippine
imports from the United Sta.tes.31
Still another change eliminates the prohibition against the imposition
32 This change is highly desirable since
by
of export taxation
the
Philippines
.
.
the earlier Agreement denied the Philippines access to a potentially produc
tive tax base during the postwar period when prices of p·rimary raw materials
tended to be relatively favorable. However, relative deterioration in the terms
of trade of primary producing countries since 1951 has tended to reduce the
opportuni1 for primary producing countries to exploit export proceeds as a
tax base. 3
Both Filipinos and citizens of the United States who desire political
independence for the Philippines should be pleased with the Revised Agree
ment as it eliminates all of the politically objectionable infringements on
Philippine sovereignty imposed in the 1 946 Agreementt. Moreover, the
Revised Agreement by retaining the principle of reduction of mutual econo.mic
preferences should, if fully implemented, ultimately produce more complete
Philippine economic independence.
30. Revised Agreement, Article III.
31. Filipino and American critics of the 1946 Agreement have consistently
referred to the relationship as providing for "unlimited duty -free im
ports of United States commodities. " Such a characterization was
reasonably valid during the period prior to November 30, 1949, but
has little relevance as descriptive of the period following 1 949 when the
Philippines was implementing exchange and import c�ntrols.
32 . The Revised Agreement deletes Article IV, paragraph 3 of the 1946
Agreement. This change goes further than the establishment of
formal reciprocity since the United States is prorJbited by the
Constitution from collecting taxes on exportst.
33. The export proceeds of the Philippine sugar industry which receives
substantial monoply profits from the Philippine quota in the United
States sugar market are an important exception to this conclusion.
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III

ECONON1IC ANALYSIS OF THE REVISED TRADE AGREEI\11ENT
Impact on Levels of Philippine Protection
A basic criticism of United States economic · policy towards the .
Philippines has been that the "free -tradee'' relationship has denied the
Philippines access to tariff protection which would enable the Philippines
to industrializee. Therefore, the establishment of Philippine autonomy
over tariff policy was a major Philippine objective in negotiating the ._
Revised Trade Agreement , The Revised Trade Agreement sharply
accelerates the transition to full Philippine control over tariff policy
envisaged in the 1946 Trade Agreemente. 34
However, analysis of the Revised Trade Agreement suggests
that little change will occur in levels of "protection" established for
domestic Philippine producerse. Appraisal of the Revised Agreement - in terms of Philippine recovery of autonomy over commercial policye·
and the opportunity to exploit protection - � fails to _recognize the
relatively high level of protection whi ch has been established by the
implementation of stringent import and exchange controls beginning
·
in late 1949e. ·
The following types of statistical evidence support the belief that
Philippine imports since 1949 have been severely restricted by exchange
and importe·controls and a relatively high level of protection established
for Philippine producers of import- competing commodities. First, is
the reduction in the volume of imports at the same time Philippine
national income was expanding. Second, ts the _substantial increa�e in _
the peso prices of imported goods as compared with prices of domestic
.
.·
goods . 35
_
_

34. Supra, pp. 8-10.
,

35. This is, of co4�se, an 8r�_ad�mic qu,��p.on. .Anyone familiar with the contro,versy over tile adminiestration of Philippine
import and exchange controls is aware of the strong economic
forces which have been generated by the restriction of import
quantitiese.
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SELECTED STATISTICAL DATA RELEVANT TO APPRAISAL OF THE .
INTENSITY CF PHILIPPINE II\llPORT CONTROLS, 1949 -1954 (a)
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Central Bank of the Philippines, Annual Report,

(a)
. ....
.

- � · (b
)

1954.

Central Bank of the Philippinesr, Annual Report, 1952.

Philippine import policy has been (a) to limit imports and other _pay
ments to such a level that foreign exchange reserves will not decline below
the minimum "safer" level of $300 million; 36 and (b) to allocate the available
foreign exchange on the basis of "Essentiality" with relatively liberal exchange
allocations for imports of investment goods and industrial ra,v materials. For

36. Central Bank qf t1.1e - �ppines, Annual Report, 19� p . 107.
As of the end · of 1955, Philippine foreign exchange reserves,
which had_ beenr'steadily declining since August 1954 amounted
to approXimately
$225 millio�.
. .
.

'

.
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example, in 1954, out of total exchange allocations for i_mports of $616·
million, $319 million was allocated fo;- "producer goods,t" $93 million for
"highly essential" commodiries, $15_4 million for " consumer items" and
·
.
·.
$50 million for unclassified· itemst.3 7
Philippine (peso) prices of imports have been determined (other
things being equal) by the quantities of imports . That is to say, the for
tunate holders of import pe;rmits have been economically rati?nal and have
been selling the limited amounts of imports at prices the market will beart.
Additional protection will arise only if peso prices of imports rise. This
will have to be accompanied by - - result from - - further reduction in 1m port quantitiest. In view of the essentially "protectionist" Philippine import _
and foreign exchange policies implemented since 1950, there are few· groundst·
for concluding that import allocations and levels · of imports following January,
1956 will not be determined primarily by the level of foreign exchange pro
ceeds ,; In other words, if foreign exchange earnings ar� sustained iii the
future, the implementation of exchange controls will continue to determine
the levels of, and commodity distribution of im orts rather than the tariff
�8
rates which became effective January 1, 1956.
In the absence of a
radical and probably economically irrational intensification _of exchange . _
controls, Philippine foreign exchange reserves will continue to be "managed"
·
·
to maintain reserves at some "safe" levelt. 39
37 . Central Bank of the Philippines, Annual Rep_ort, 1954, pp. 146 ...147.
The report states that, during 1954, "to provide protection to the
local industries, the foreign exchange allocations for commodities
locally produced in sufficient quantities were reduced. Quotas for ·
corn starch and other· starches were reduced by 25% of letters of
credit opened in 1952. Quotas for shoes were also cut to 50% of
letters of credit opened in 1952, but not· to exceed $10,t000. Alloca- .
ti.ans for toys were first reduced to 50%, later, no dollar allocations
were given." Imports of pencils were excluded from allocation and,
with the establishment of automobile assembly plants in the country,
quotas for the importation of finished cars were cancelledt.
38. It is obvious that such a conclusion does not apply equally to all
commodities . The basic Philippine tariff rates existing at the
time the Revised Trade Agreement was negotiated, together with ·
radical increases in rate_s proclaimed in Exec�tive Order No . 150
on December 31, 1955 will be the basic determinant of peso prices
of some imports and, therefore, of the quantity imported .
39 . Philippine aspirations for economic development are reflected in the
large investment outlays (one billion pesos) provided in Republic
Act No. 1000, ''An Act Authorizing the President of the Philippines tq
Issue Bonds· to Finance Public Vvorks and Projects for Economic Det
velopment", June 12, 1954 . It would probably he "irrationalt" for the
Philippines to forego necessary imports in order to accumulate foreign
exchange reserves beyond some conventional minimum amountt.
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To the extent that the foregoing analysis is valid, the significant
fact�r determining future quantities and, therefore, prices of Philippine
imports will be the availability of foreign exchange a11d not the new rates
of tariffs permissible under the Revised Trade Agreementt. The volume
of foreign exchange proceeds and, therefore, levels of future Philippine
protection will be prirr1arily a function of the volume of Philippine exports.
The Revised Trade Agreement should not affect
foreign
. Philipp.!ne
AQ
exchange earnings from sources other than the United States. 2 Therefore,
in order to analyze the impact of the Revised Agreement on Philippine
foreign exchange receipts and the intensity of Fbilippine protection, it is
necessary to attempt to assess the impact of the Revised Trade Agreement
on levels of Philippine exports to the United States.
For those Philippine commodities which are not subject to United
States tariff duties, the 'free tradet" provisions of United States-Philippine
Trade Agreements have been economically redundantt. During 1953-54,
Philippine exports to the United States of commodities not subject to United
States duties averaged $98 million annually, , or 38. 6 per cent of Philippine
exports to the United States. 41 Presumably, the Revised Trade Agreement
will not affect Philippine exports of these commodities since there will be
no change in United States policy with respect to these commodities.
'

Of the remaining Philippine exports to the United States, the most
important is sugar which, during 1953-54, earned $100tc 5 million annually
or 39. 6 per cent of average annual exports to the United States during this
period. The ultimate United States duty on Philig>ine sugar exports will be
At
the lowest tariff imposed by the United States on sugar imports.
present, such duty is equivalent to one half cent ( $. 005) per pound on imports
of Cuban sugar. At current New York landed prices of quota sugar of around
six cents per pound, the ultimate duty would be 8-9 per cent ad valoremt.
will affect the profitability of Philippine exports of sugar to the
Such. a duty
.
United States but it does not necessarily follow that Philippine dollar earnings
would be reduced .
40. It might be argued that the loss of the preferred Philippine position
in the U . S . market might force the Philippines to market large
quantities of exports in other markets; that demand conditions in
such markets are characterized by price elasticities through the
relevant range of prices numerically smaller than unity and,
therefore, the larger quantities of exports marketed would realize
reduced total receipts .
,

4 1 . Supra, footnote Number 13, p. 6 .
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The United States policy of "pro_tecting" do·mestic sugar producers
results in a non-competitive price for United States quota sugar which in .
.·
recent years has averafed somte 60-80 per cent· above the co·mpetitive
_
4
Nont-United States producers with a quota in this
world price of sugar.
market realize a monopoly profit and the moderate United States tariff· ·
which will ultimately be impqsed· on f'l,.llippine-sugar · exports to the United
States may be paid out of the monopoly profits, without affecting the volume
of such exports and the dollar proceeds
to the
from Philippine exports
·
·
·
· ·
:
·
United States . 43
.

.

Examination of the remaining Philippine exports to the Unit�d States
which in 1953 -54 amounted $54 . 5 million, or approximately one fifth of
total exports to the Unitedt· States indicates that while dollar proceeds from
these ·exports will pe reduced, there are mitigating factors which will limit_
the impact of United States tariff duties . schedul�d to be imposed-under the · ·
Revised Agreementt. In the case of coconut and �baca productst- -des.1.cca.te�
coconut ($14.5 million), coconut oil ($16t�5 million), copra calce or mealt·
($3 . 1 million) and cordage ($0.6 million), the impact of future United States
tariff duties will be limited · by the possibility of exporting these products at
a prior stage of processing, i .e . , as copra and abaca which are not subject
to United States dutiest. The decline in Philippine_ dollar earnings from �ese
products attributable to: the Revised Trade Agreement will be only a part of
the dollar proceeds presently realized from these - commodities .
· Philippine exports of canned pineapple and embroideries to the United
States, which in 1953-54 averaged $7 08 and -$7.4 million respectively, should
be sustained by favorable market dema11d conditions •t .
,

42 . For example, on March_ 30, 1956, the spot and . future prices for world
sugar (f.o . b . Cuba) ranged betwe_en 3 �27 and :3 . 3 1 cents per pound,
while quota sugar ranged between 5. 40 and 5. 60 cents per pound·.
43 • The tendency for Philippine exports of sugar both· in the interwar
and postwar periods to be made exclusively to the United States
and to be stabilized at the quota · ceiling tends t� confirm the
belief that exports under the quota are profitable. iVloreover, the
prices at which unused annual quotas and permanent quota rights are ·
traded in the Philippines are measures of the vvindfall accruingt-to
·
·
holders of quotas in the United States· market.

..
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In preparing for the transition to normal trade relations envisaged
in the .1946 Trade Agreement, the Philippine goverinment made a comprei
hensive appraisal of export prospects following the imposition of United
States dutiesi. 'V/ith respect to canned pineapple, the appraisal concluded:
"There is not much to fear from competition from the Hawaiian Islands
ina�much as the United States is believed to be large enough to absorb
the production of both countries.i" Similarly, the appraisal of embroidery
prospects concluded: "Being highly specialized, there is no problem of
markets for the present quantities being produced nor of the loss of the
American market after the imposition of tariff duties. " 44
The general impression that Philippine dollar proceeds from
exports will not be substantially reduced by the payment of United States
tariff duties is also supported by evidence that future Philippine comm_er
cial and exchange policies, including export incentives of various kinds
and po�sibly ultimate devaluation of the peso will tend to sustain
Philippine export earnings15
Impact on Geographic Composition of Philippine Foreign Trade
A second basic criticism of the economic relations between the
Philippines and the United States has been the extreme dependence of the
Philippines on the United States for import supplies.46 The competitive
advantage ostablished for imports from the United States which have been
admitted to the Philippines free of tariff duties has produced excessive
Philippine reliance on United States import supplies. The llevised Trade
Agreement by ultimately eliminating the preference given United States
imports should produce a desirable shift in Philippine import procurement
to other countries.
44. Philippine Economic Survey i\Aission, Philippine Agricultural and
I.1;1dustrial Development Program, Revised 1950, pp. 125-126
45. The No-dollar Import Law, Republi'c Act 1410 of September 10, 1955
and the Gold IV'dning Assistance Act, Republic f'\ct 1164 of
June 18, 1954 which permit producers/exporters_ to realize a more
favorable rate of exchange than the official (two pesos per dollar)
rate are examples of such export incentivesi. The bulk of Philippine
exports are traded at prices established in markets independent of
the peso exchange rate and there are few grounds for concluding
that a peso depreciation, either directly, or the system of multiple
exchange rates which has been evolving in recent years, will
adversely affec� Philippine foreign exchange proceeds.
46. During 1950- 54, the proportion of Philippine imports obtained
from the United States ranged from 67. 6% to 75. 2%, and
averaged 7 2.8%.
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The Revised Trade · Agreement provides that rates equal to one·
quarter of Philippine tariff rates will be collected (beginning January 1, 1956)
on imports from the United Statesi<>- }.s scheduled increases in the pro
portion of Philippine tariff rates collected on United States · i· mports
materialize, the competitive advantage enjoyed by United States imports
will be reduced and Philippine imports shifted to other sources of supply •
•

Prior to January 1, 1956, · United ·States imports enjoyed a price
advantage in the Philippines because of the· ''free tradei1 provisions of the
1946 Trade Agreement. Beginning in 1950, the limited quantiti�s.. of im
o nopoly
·
s
ubstantial/m
ports were marketed at peso prices · which included
.
profits arising out of the arbitrary reduction in import quantities by
r
controls. Philippine importers could obtain imports fron1: #.of :tfiifited
States l?Ources at profitable prices, but the absence of PhilippihEf- duties
on United States goods made them absolutely more profitable : · · Therefore,
if one quarter of the pre-1956 Philippine tariff duties had been 'collected
on imports from the United States it would have become relatively more
profitable for Philippine importers to obtain supplies from non-United ·
States sources. Moreover, as argued previously, the shift in Philippine
imports to non-United States sources would · probably have occurred, without
a decline in the volume of PrJ.lippine imports,
'

'

�

' 1

. ',

The collection, beginning in 1956� of one quarter of Philippine
tariff rates on imports from tl1e United States, may be followed by a·
shift in imports from non-United States sources to imports from the
United States. This paradoxical result will tend to follow the radical
increases in Philippine tariff rates beginning January 1, 1956 which
were promulgated by President Magsaysay in Executive Order No , _ 150 .
on December 31, 1955.47 The increases in the basic tariff rates will
tend to improve the relative price advantage of imports f_rom the United
States. To the extent that such relative price changes materialize, the
shift in the geographic composition of Philippine imports to non -United
States supply sources will be delayed·. · The desirable diversification of
Philippine import sources will tend to be postponed until later years of
the Revised Agreement, when higher proportions of Philippine import
duties are collected on imp9rts from tl1e United States.
Impact on Philippine Government Revenues . .•
. Finally, th� transition to Philippine-autonomy over tariff policy
will permit the Philippines additional acce.ss to a tax base (importi·
. '

47. Supra, p . · 10.
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expenditures) which has traditionally been an important source of govern ment _revenues � 48 Present levels of Philippine governmental activity are
restricted by inadequate revenues and government activities are not making
an adequate contribution to the capital formation required to achieve
Philippine aspirations for economic development. 49
If, as previously argued, the basic determinant of future levels of
Philippine imports will be the availability of foreign exchange and the com
modity composition of Philippine imports will not be materially affected by _ ;
imposition of duties on United States goods, the revenue effects of the·
Revi_sed Agreement are readily predicted. Given the rates of tariff duty, ·
revenues will tend to he maximized. The assumption that the duties imposed,
beginning January 1, 1966, will not affect the volume of imports reflects the
belief that the tax will be paid out of the windfall presently being received
by various participants in import activities, and that atternpts to shift the
duty by raising the peso prices of imports will be frustrated by the relative
freedom of entry of "new" (Philippine nationals) importers and the maintes
nance of current levels of foreign exchange availability .
Attempts on the part of importers/retailers to "pass on" the new
import duties imposed on January 1, 1956, will result in (a) reduced sales
of imported goods and, therefore, (b) larger amounts of foreign exchange
for allocation to "new" importers who may be willing to accept lower
profit margins on imports of the same goods, or who may choose to import
competing goods •

48 . Philippine taxes on imported commodities, including imports from
the United States, have been an important source of government
revenues in the postwar period. Such taxes include: import duties
on non -United States imports, the Special Tax on Sales of Foreign
Exchange, excise taxes on imported goods, and sales and com - ,
pensatory taxes on imported goods . See: F . H, Golay, �- cit . , p . 58.

49 . Philippine government (national and local) expenditures in 1954

amounted to 1795 million or 9 .4 per cent of gross national
product and 10. 7 per cent of national income. Moreover, the
overwhelming bulk of government outlays are current expenditures;
gross government investment outlays amounted to only P 167 million
or 2.2 per cent of national incomes. It is appuent that gross
government investment may not be sufficient to more than maintain
the stock: of social capital and there is little or no net capital
formation contributed by government economic activity. Central·
Banlc of.the Philippines, Sixth Annual Report, 1954, Manila, 1955,
pp. 12-16.
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To th�· ex,tent that the new Philippine tariff duties increase peso
·
prices of:; Plulippirte i1nports, it °"111 result in a decline in the volume of
impor�s and in th.e tariff revenues which will accrue from given levels
of tariffst. The impact on governn1ent revenues will depend primarily
upon the price elasticity of demand for imports; the more inelastic the
demand for imports, the smaller will be the reduction in the volume of
imports and government tariff revenues from a given increase in the .
peso prices of imported goods •
To the extent that the Revised Trade Agreement leads to the
substitution of imports from non-United States. sources, the revenues
fro1n tariff duties will increase since imports from countries other tha1i .
the United States will pay full duty, while imports from the United States ·
will not pay full Philippine tariff duties until 1974.
Finally, the new tariff rates promulgated on December 31, 1955,
as well. as the Special Import Tariff replacing the Special Tax on. Sales
of Foreign Exchange should produce substantial increments of. revenue
over amounts that might have been anticipated when the :Revised Trade
Agreement was negotiated.
For example, Governor Wiiguel Cuaderno of the Philippine Central
Ban1c, in a preliminary appraisal of the revenue effects of thet·Revised
Agree1nent estimated that the average rate of duty on Philippine imports
from the United States (subject to duty beginning in .1956) would be 30
per centt. He estimated that ultimate revenues on current levels of
Philippine imports fr·om the United States would be P 184 million and
in the first year (1956) under the Revised Agree1nent (25 per cent of
Philippine tariff duties) would produ.ce t 46 million. of additional revenue . 50
The increases in ·tariff rates, effective January 1, 1956, •Which were
established by Executive Order No. 15.0 would increase. revenues from · ·
given levels of imports from the United States over revenues estimated
by Governor Cuaderno by at least 30 per centt. Therefore, ultimate·
revenues from current levels of Philippine imports from the. J.Jnited
States would at least bett 239 million and 1956 revenues of at least ·
P 60 million.
,

. .

Moreover, the increases in tariff duties established by Executive
Order No. 150 would increase revenues from current Philippine imports
from non-United States sources by at least 30 per cent. This would result
.

.

.

.

50. Cuaderno, M., Guideposts to Economic, Stability and Progress,
pp. 289 -290. Estimates were made in the early part of 1955
following the return of the Laurel Mission frora the United
States.
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in increased revenues of approximately f' 10 million over average tariff
revenues of 't 32 million in .!953-54 . If current levels of ·Philippine imports .
should prevail through the life of the Revised Agreement, the ultimate in crease in Philippine government revenues from current levels of Philippine
import duties would be at least p 249 million. 51 This amount is equal to .
44 per cent of average annual Philippine national government tax revenues
in 19 53-54 of P 564 1nillion.
Summary
The Revised Agreement removes the objectionable infringements
on Philippine economic sovereignty imposed by the 1946 Trade Agreement .
V/hile such c!1anges are highly desirable, they will not have significant
economic consequences • The Philippines achieved a substantial degree
of economic sovereignty in spite of the 1946 Trade Agreement.
A basic argument presented here is that the Revised Trade Agree ment in conjunction with tariff rates prevailing at the present time (1956)
may produce little change in the level of protection which has been imple•
mented in the Philippines since the end of 1950 by relatively stringent
exchange and import controls •
Two major economic changes should result from the Revi.sed
Trade Agreement. First, will be the ultimate shift in Philippine imports
from the United States to other sources of supply � Ivloreover, the shift
in the pattern of Philippine import trade should ultimately induce a
similar shift in the geographic composition of Philippine exportst.
Second, the collection on tariffs on imports fron1 the United
States together with the radical increases in Philippine tariff rates
should produce a substantial increase in Philippine government
revenues.

51 . Governor Cuaderno estimated tl1at the ultimate level of

revenue from current United States tariff duties on
current levels of United States imports from the Philip
pines would be equivalent to P 60 r.nillion. Ibid . , P. 289.
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IV
su·RVEY
OF ' CHANGES IN THE REVISED TRADE AGREE·MENT
.
FAVORABLE TO THE UNITED STATES
In addition to the substantative changes in the Revised Agreement
which are c6ricessions to Philippine objections to the 1946 Agreement, ·
the Revised Agreement includes three changes which can only be explained
in terms of United States' interests and the give -and-take of bargaining
which produced the Revised Agreements. 52

52 . Ana.lysis of the Revised Agreement to date, has been confined
to changes favorable to the Philippines and there has been no
discussion of changes favorable to Urlited States interests .
For example, an "explanation" of the 1946 Agreement - agreed upon by the Philippine and United States missions
and released on January ·1, 1955, outlined the basic objec
tives of the revision as follows:

(a) The need for elimination of the provisions (of the
1946 Agreement) which not only contravene the
sovereignty of the Philippines but are definite stumbling
blocks to the attainment of an i11dependent
economys.
.
.. .
(b) That to adjust the economy, the Philippines should be
able to raise more revenµes through the imposition of
customs duty on American goods, the import of which
constitutes almost 80 per cent of the nations's.imports
todays.
(c) That while the Philippines is making such adjustment
(economic . development) it cannots.afford a substantial
reduction of the foreign exchange i�_come through the
imposition by the United States of a rapidly rising
percentage of duty on Philippine products sold in the
U11ited Statess.
(d) That the Philippine Government should be able to pros
tect infant industries from competition of goods pro
duced in the United States .s·
It is also revealing ·that a member of the Laurel Missio11 to
revise the 1946 Agr·eement in an appraisal of the Laurel
Langley Ag-.ceement, allocated the bulk of his analysis to
developing "Adva�tages in favor of the Philippiness" with
out suggesting that there were any revisions favoring the
United States . See: Tejam, M . A . -2£: cit . , pp . 141 - 1 4 8 .
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Cne change favorable to United Gtates ' interests is to be found in
the Revised Agree1nent, Article. I, paragraph 7, which provides that "the
Philippines shall impose a temporary special import tax, in lieu of the
present tax on the sale of foreign exchange, • • • t.1lat the initial tax is at a
rate no higher than the present rate of the foreign exchange tax,· and tMt
the tax shall be progressively reduced • • • " The Revised Agreement
provides for the progressive reduction of the special import duty by
increments of ten er cent per year until the tax is eliminated beginning
�
. .
January 1, 1966. 3
The interest of the United States business community in the Philips·
pines in this change should be obvious • To the extent that foreign exchange
is allocated for remission of profits and disinvestment and repatriation of
capital, 54 repeal of the Special Tax on Sales of Exchange establishess-a
more favorable rate for such transactions and thereby increases the
relative profitability of United States enterprise.
Understanding of the United Stl;J.tes stake in this seemingly minor
change is clarified when the change is related to Philippine exchange rate
policy . The official peso exchange rate and the rate of exchange established
by the Revised Agreement for non-trade transactions is two pesos per dollar.
53 . The Revised Agreement, Article I, paragraph 7 includes a com
plicated provision designed to permit the Philippines to avoid
scheduled reductions in the Special Import Tax if "total revenue
from Philippine customs duties and from the Special Imp�rt Tax
on goods coming from the United States is less in any calendar
year than the proceeds from the exchange tax on such goods during
the calendar year 1955 . " In view of the rapid rate at which regular
Philippine import duties are scheduled to be collected on imports
from the United States and the substantial increases in. Philippine
import duties promulgated in Executive Order No. 150 of December 31,
1955, it is unlik:ely that revenues from the regular and special
import duties on United States imports will fall below levels of
revenues produced by the Special Tax on Sales of Exchange in 1955.
54 . Including the significant amounts of foreign exchange allocated to
foreign service, International Cooperation Administration,
Veterans Administration and military personnel to repatriate
proceeds from the sale of assets (household appliances,
automobiles, etc. ) brought into the Philippines.
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This rate has prevailed since the beginning of the American occupationr.
However, because of extensive destruction and dislocation attributable
to the war and the postwar period of rehabilitation, the peso is over
valued relative to the dollar and the official parity ·ris maintained only
·
·
by stringent rationing of the available foreign exchanger. 55
_
.

'.

.

Therefore, to the extent that United States and other non-Philippine
business interests are allocated foreign exchange for purposes of profit
remission or capital repatriation, they are given access to a windfal�
which is not available to Filipino and indigenous Chinese business
on the available foreign
exchange
interests which have no comparable claim
·
·
·
exchange . 56
·
The crucial United States intervention in the latter part of 1955 on· the
side of the Central Bank which was fighting to maintain the status quo , . the official exchange rate with concommittant import and exchange controls 
in the face of strong forces seelti.ng to devalue the peso was an indication
·
of the stalce of United States interests in these policiesr,57
Improving the peso exchange rate for non -trade transactions will bene 
fit foreign as compared to indigenous business interests only to the
extent that exchange is allocated for profit remission and repatriation of
capital , In 1953 ... 54 exchange allocations for these purporses were equiva
lent to $55 . 5 million or 4 . 6 per cent of total foreign exchange allocation ·
over these two yearsr. 58 Removal of nonr-trade transactio11s from the
55r. A cle�r indication of the substantial over-valuation of the peso
is the_ current black market premium -for dolla:rs ranging up to
40 per cent in recent years • No . responsible observer would
contend that the present official exchange rate could be sustained
(given current foreign exchange availabili�es) withoutr,exchanger-contrgls .
56. To the extent that the peso is over-valued, pesos which can be ex
changed for dollars ·at the official rate will have a greater purchasing
power than pesos which can only be expended for Philippine goods and
servicesr.
57 . See·: Golay, F . H . "The Philippine I-Aonetary Policy Debate"
Pacific Affairs, September 1956, pp . 253-264.
58. Central Bank of the Philippines, Sixth Annual Report, 1954,
pp. 287-289, Fifth Annual Report, 1953, p . 229r. A substantial
portion of. such transactions·_ -pro�ly vi,1ere completed outside
the control systemr. Philippine exchange control, as· in the case
of all exchange control systems, results in a contest between
those people motivated to evade controls and the control
authorities striving to minimize evasion.
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Special Tax on Sales of Exchangewill l1G.ve two unfortunate consequences.
First, the Philippine Government is denied access to a logical and pros
ductive tax base, i . e . , the windfall inherent in the r-estriction of foreign
exchange payments for non-trade purposess. Second, in view of the over
valuation of the peso, it hardly makes sense to remove the tax on sales
of exchange which contributes to a minor degree to eliminate the present
over-valuation of the pesos.
Second, - a minor concession to· the United States appears in Article III
which provides, in effect, mosts-favored-nation treatment for either country
in the allocation of import and export quotas not specified in the Revised
Agreement (Article II). Such a change favors the United States because of
the durability of Philippine exchange controls which are so implemented as
to establish effective quotas for commodity importss. Not only are over-all
quotas established for i�port categories, but inherent in the administration
of controls is wide discretionary pO'Ner to cJ::ioose an1ong alternative supply
sourcess. \iJhile there have not been serious United States complaints re- .
garding this aspect of Philippine exchange control, the fact that the Philip 
pines are implementing exchange controls while the United States does not,
strongly suggests tli.at the change represents a concession to the United
States
. Finally, the Revised Agreement includes a new Article (VII) which
provides that:
"The Republic of the Philippines and the United States of America
each agrees not to discriminate in any manner, vlith respect to
their engaging in business activities, against the citizens or any
form of business enterprise owned or controlled by citizens of
the other and that new limitations posed by either Party upon the
extent to which aliens are accorded national treatment v1ith
respect to carrying on business activities within its territories,
shall not be applied as against enterprises owned or controlled
by citizens of the other party which are engaged in such acti vities therein at the time such new limitations are adopted . "
The significance of this change is understood only in terms of the
"Filipinization" of Philippine import and retail trade through the impleme·ntation
of exchange and import controls . The imposition of exchange controls in late
1949 was followed by _the evolution of a policy of import and retail trade nationalis
zation in which an increa:sing share of the available foreign exchange was reserved
for "bona fide" Filipinos , i . e. , natural born Philippine citizens . Exchange and
import controls primarily discriminated against the Chinese business com munity.
.

.

"Filipinization" proved to be an increasingly popular policy. Not only
were the anti-Chinese (anti-fore�gn) emotions subject to easy manipulation,
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but more important, the restti'ction of imports, by establishing a substan tial windfall margin between the peso selling price of imported goods and
their peso costs at the official rate of exchange. guaranteed the profita bility of importing activities at all levels. Therefore, Filipinos who prior
to the imposition of exchange controls found themselves unable to compete
with the well known commercial talents of the Chinese or were discouraged
by the financial resources of competing western business interests, quickly
discovered that exchan controls could guarantee the success of import
ie
activities at all levelst. 9
· · · .
While discrimination against United States business interests in
the Philippines- was mild as compared to the treatment of Chinese business
interests, the United States negotiators obtained the additional guarantee
of national treatment for Americans contained in .t\...rticle VII. As in the
case of the provisions of the 1946 Agreement motivated by American
concern for the welfare of United States business interests in the
Philippines, the potential impact of tI-J.s concession to the United States
is political and not economic. This minor concession is a potential .
irritant in Philippine-United States relatior1s, and can be exploited by
enemies of the United States to dissipate a considerable part of the
.
60
political gain realizable from the Revised Agreement.
·
59. The monopoly windfall inherent in controls had to be shared
with "ten-p�rcenters,t" corrupt control administrators, etc.
I\Jloreover, the government has tended to appropriate a
larger share of the windfa.11 arising out of import restrictions
by means of tariff and exchange taxation.
60. Article VIl·might alternatively be explained as a concession to the
Philippines, the_ object of which, is to establish additional security
for business activities of Philippine nationals in _tthe United States
and Hawaii. Evidence available to the public does not support such
an interpretation. The Philippine position with respect to revision
of the 1946 Agreement (see pp. 4 -6) does not suggest that the Philip
pine·s sought such a change. Moreover, upon his return from Wash
ington, D. c. where he served as vice...;tchairman of the Philippine
(Laurel) i\/Iission, Senator Gil J. Puyat made the following analysis
of Articles VI and VII of the ilevised Trade Agreement:
"l. Article VI mutualizes the parity provisions on the right of
nationals or corporations of the two countries to the develop
ment of the natural resources of the other •
2,. Article Vil mutualizes the right of one country to discriminate
. against the nations of the other.
'These articles of the proposed agreement refer only_ to newt
comers,t' Puyat said. 'They will not affect acquired rights and
will not be retroactive. '
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If such should be the case, Article VII of the Revised Agreement
would be doubly regrettable since it was an unnecessary change. While
the 1946 Agreement ("Pa:rity" provision, Article VII) specifically pro
vided ·for national treatment for U
. nited States citizens in the exploitation
of Philippine natural resources and the opeim.tion of public utilities, a
comparable security proved to exist for Urilted States citizens engaged
in other economic activity through the operation of Article X, paragraph
4 of ·the 1946 Agreementt. This provision of the 1946 Agreement states
that, "If the President of the United States determines and proclaims • • •
that the Philippine Government of any of its political subdivisions is in
any manner discriminating against citizens of the United States or any
· United States business enterprise, then the President of the
formtof
United States shall have the right to suspend t..11e effectiveness of the
whole or any portion of this Agreement . "
60. (contt. ) Puyat said that while the new meaning of_ the two articles,
·
that had for some time stirred some concern among American
business circles, was not placed in the draft agreement, it was
never���ess fully discussed and agreed upon during the three
· tes panels .
month negotiation between the Philippines and UnitedtSt�_
headed by Senator Jose P . Laurel and James Langley, respectively.
Ar.nericans now in the Philippines and existing American corpora
tions or -interests will be allowed to exploit the natural resources of
the Philippines, operate public utilities and engage in almost every
trade and profession here regardless of whether or not their home
states bar aliens, including Philippine :nationals, from like activities
and privileges, according to Puyat 's interpretation.
,

Puyat admitted that from the economic standpoint, the parity
provisions of the proposed agreement would bring the Philippines
'no -·substantial advantage. '
.

. . He pointed out that economic benefits would accrue only to
Filipinos now in the United States or its territories who would now
be given the right to invest their savings in enterprises from which
the laws of the states of their residence had previously barred them.
Vvhile conceding that the mutualization of parity rigl1ts would
bring no substantial gains to the locs.l economy, Puyat maintained
nevertheless that the parity provisions are important moral and
political victories for the · P-ojlippinest.
'They restore to the Filipino nation its dignity which it lost
in granting parity rights to Americans in 1946, ' Puyat declared • • • "
(Ma�la Daily Bulletin, January 4, 1955 . )
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The power of the' right' of the United States to abrogate. the 1946
Agreement following Philippine discrimination against United States business
interests was established in 1954 when the Pr.d.lippine Congress-enacted ·the
Retail Trade Nationalization ·Law (Ilepublic Act 1180 of June 19, 1954 . )
This law prohibits (Section l , first paragraph) non-Philippine citizens · from
engaging in retail businesst. However, non -Filipinos engaged in retail
business on iV.tay 15, 1954, may continue to operate such a business until
death in case of a proprietorship or until expiration of the term (?f. P<:t.rtner
ship or of corporate existence in case of ot..'1er types of retail busine�s�st, 61
.

�

�

,

.

Republic Act 1 180, Section 1, second paragraph, also provides that
notbi�g contained in this Act shall in any way impair or abridge whatever
rights may be granteq to citizens and juridical entities of the United States
of America under the Executive Ag-.reement signed on July 4, . 1946, between
that country and the Republic of the Philippines . " Inasmuch as the "Parity"
provision (Article VII) of the 1946 Agreement specifically established
national treatment for United States citizen.s only for the "exploitation of
·tPhilippine natural resources and the operation of public utilities" the United
States Embassy asked for a clarification of the position of United States
citizens under R . A. 1180.
11

The former Acting Secretary of Foreign Affairs, Leon M. Guerr�ro,
clarified the position of United States business interests with respect to
R . A . 1180 by stating that "The application of the Retail Trade Nationalization
Law to American citizens and business enterprises could give the United ·
States the right to suspend the effectiveness of the Trade Agreement , and,
if the application is continued, to terminate it altogeL�er, This right would
be based, not on the Parity Amendment (Article VII)� but on the foµrth
paragraph of Article X of the (1946) Trade Agreement . "
,

IVIr o Guerrero went on to say, "The Americans may claim 'discriminal
tion' --whether correctly or erroneously, is another ques�on - -if they are .n�t
given the same rights as Filipinos to engage �n retail .trade. Since under the
Trade Agreement , it is entirely and wholly· \vithin the discretion and power
of the President of the 0nited States to determine and proclaim that there . .
is such 'discrimination, ' and thereupon to suspendt·and eventually termi.nate .
the Trade Agreement, our position is extremely wlnerable. Vle may riot
·
·
like it, but we cannot help it • • • "62
The opinion of Mr. Guerrero was subsequently confirmed in an
opinion by Mr Pedro Tuason, Secretary of Justice in response to an inquiry
from the Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs regarding· the· tapplicability. o(
R. A. 1180 to retail businesses of United States citizenst. Secretary Tuason
concluded: "Every indication points to the idea that it (Republic l.1.ct 1_180,
61. In case of death, the heirs are allowed to continue the business
for not more than -six months "only for the purpose of liquidation . "
Republic Act 1 180, S�ction 3 •.
62. Manila Daily Bulletin, July 17, 1954, Underscoring added •t .
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Section 1, second paragraph--see above) was concerned and adopted with
the definite object of excluding American citizens a.nd business entities from
the operation of the Act (Republic P...ct 1 180) regardless of the nature, extent,
and force of the rights and obligations provided in the (1946) Trade Agree
ment • • • Whether we apProve it or not, whether we like it or not, the predomit
nant sentiment in and out of Congress was and is fer the :::-evision and extension
of the life of the Executive Agreement as a vital necessity to our economy . " 63
Attrition in the preferential treatment of United States business interests
in the Philippines will be slowt--not because of the provisions of the Revised
Agreement- -or any other agreenient--but because of ·Philippine dependence
upon United States military Veterans' Administration, International Coopera
tion Administration and State Departm,ent expenditures and above all, on the
Philippine quota in the United States sugar market. The potentialities for
United States retaliation as well ast, reluctance to jeopardize enlargement of
the Philippine preferential position in United States commerce has been, and
will continue to be, an effective deterent to Philippine policies detrimental
to United States business interests in the Philippinest.
Summary
, ' , The United States suffered severe political damage b,ecause of the .inept

1946 Trade Agreement. The blatant infringements on Philippine sover�ignty . , ,.
were - either readily circt,mvented by t..lie Phil�ppines, or proved to be economi
cally unimportant. The Revised Agreement wiped out the politically �ffensive
provisions , of the 1946 Agreement, while maintainirig tl1e United States policy
of reducing the mutual preferences of each country in the markets of the other
country . This policy has been steadily reitero.ted byt, the United States oince
the establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth in 1933t. This policy has
been dictated by the strategic and political interests of the United States and
only incidentally serves the purposes of establishing more complete Philippine ,sovereignty. Under these circumstances, it is unfortunate that the
United States negotiators of the Langley Ivlission, reveling in the luxury oft, , : ,
bargaining power to waste, chose to introduce minor United States concessions.
Theset, concessions are unlikely to have significant economic consequences,
but they are 'potentially capable of offsetting much of the political gain to the
United States which should be realized from the Revised Agreement.
,

,
.,
63. Op1n�on of the Secretary of Justice, Honorable Pedro 1uason
in a
1ett�r to Honorable Raul ·S . iViangiapus, Under-Secretary of
Fo�eign Aff�rs, . Manila, July 21, 1954. ·Reprinted in the
American Chamber of Commerce Journal, Volt. XXX, No. 8,
August 1954, pp. 299-300. Und,erscoring addedt.
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A P P E ND I X

A

Tabular Comparison of the United States -Philippine Trade
Agreement of July 4, 1946 and the Revised United States
Philippine Trade Agreement of September 6, 1955.
The procedure followed in Appendix A has been to present the com-:
plete text of the successive provisions of t11e Revised United States-Philippine
Trade Agreement. Accompanying the various provistons of the Revised .
Agreement are the comparable provisionsi. of the 1 946 Agreement ,. The ·i.
provisions of the 1946 Agreement are accompanied by brief notes on the
comparability of the Agreements and, v1here appropriate, page referenc�s
to the study where changes in the Revised Agreement are analyzed,.
t

Where provisions of the 1 946 Agreement were included_ in_ the Revised
Agreement without change, this is noted, but the provision is not repeated.
\\There provisions of the 1946 Agreeme-nt were deleted in the Reviised Agree
ment, this is noted and the text of the relevant provision of the 1946 Agree
ment is presented . The procedure followed in Appendix A makes availablei.
the complete texts of both the 1946 Agreement and the Revised Agreement. 64

64. The protocols to the respective Agreements have not been
. reproduce<;!.

Revised Agreernent, PREAivIBL�
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AGREEMENT BET".7✓-EEN THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES AND THE
UNITED STATES OF A�-AERICA CCNCERNING TRADE AND RELATED
MATTERS DURING A TRANSITIONAL PERIOD FOLLOV/ING THE
INSTITUTION OF- PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE SIGNED AT l\lIANILA .
ON JULY 4, ·s1946, AS REVISED
The President of the Republic of the Philippines and the President of the
United · States of America, mindful of the close economic ties between the people
of the Philippines and the people of the United States during many years of intis
mate political relations, and desiring to enter into an agreement in keeping with
their 1ong friendship, which will be mutually beneficial to the two peoples and
will strengthen the economy of the Philippines so as to enable that Republic to
contribute more effectively to the peace and prosperity of the free world, have
agreed to the following articles:

1946 Agreement, PREAMBLE.
. .. . .
.

.

. . AGREEW.iENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
. . AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES CONCERNING
TRADE AND RELATED NIATTERS DURING A TRANSI
TICNAL PERIOD FOLLOV✓ING THE INSTITUTION CF
PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE
.

.

The President of the United States of America and the President
of the Philippines, recalling the close economic ties between the
people of the United States and the people of the Philippines during
many years of intimate political relations, mindful of the great
physical destruction and social disturbances suffered by the
Philippines as a result of their valiant support of the cause of
the United Nations in the war against Japan, and desiring to enter
into an Agreement accepting on the part of each country the pro
visions of Title II and Title III (except Part 1) of the Philippine
Trade Act of 1946 of the United States of America, have agreed
to the following Articles:
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE I, Paragrapt-J.S 1 and 2.
1 . The ordinary customs duty to be collected on United States articles
as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, which during the
following portions of the period from January 1, 1956, to July 3, 1974, both
dates inclusive, ·are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse in the Philippines
for consumption, shall be determined by applying-tl1e following percentages of
the Philippine duty as defined in Subparagraph (h) of Paragraph 1 o_f �� Proto_col:
(a) During the period from January 1, 1956, to Decembe· r 31, 1958, both
dates inclusive, twenty-five per centums.
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(b) During the period from January 1, 1959, to December 31, 1961, both
dates inclusive, fifty per . centum .
(c) During the period from January 1, 1962, to December 31, 1964, both
dates inclusive, seventy-five per · centum,
(d)During the period from January 1, 1965, to December 31, 1973, both
dates inclusive;. ninety per centum.
(e) Dur_ing the- period from January l ; 1974, to July 3, 1974, both dates
inclusiye, one hundred per centum.

. · · . 2 . Th�- ordinary customs duty to bet.collected on Philippine articles as

defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, other than those
specified in the Schedule to Paragraph 2 of Article II, which during ·such por
tions of such period are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United
States for consumption, shall be determined by applying the following perc�tages
of the United States duty as defined in Subparagraph · (g) of Paragraph 1 of the
Protocol:
(a) Dupng the period from January l, 1956, to December 31, 1958, both
dates inclusive, five per centumt.
(b) During the period from January 1, 1959, to December 31, 1961, both
dates inclusive, ten per centumt.
(c) Ouring_.the period from January 1, 1962, to December 31, 1964, both
dates inclusive, twenty per centumt.
(d) . During the period from January 1, 1965, to December 31, 1967, both
dates inclusive, forty per centumt.
(e) During the period from January 1, 1968, to December 31, 1970, both
dates inclusive, sixty per centumt.
(f) During the period from January 1, 1971,to December 31, 1973, both

dates inclusive, eighty per c�ntumt.

_ (g)_ During the period from January 1, 1974,to July 3, 1974, both dates
per. ceritumt.
inclu�i ve � one· hundred
.
.

.

1946 Agx:eement, AR1""ICLE 1, , 1'-aragraphs 1 and 2 .

See IP • 8 - 10 . ·

· · 1·. During the period from the date of the entry into force
of this Agreement to July_ 3, 1954, both dates inclusive, United .
States articles as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of
· the Protocol to this Agreement entered, or withdrawn from
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warehouse, in the Philippines for consumption, and Philippine
articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the
Protocol entered, or withdravnn fron1 warehouse, in the
. United States for consumption, shall be admitted into the
Philippines and the United States, respectively, free of
ordinary customs duty.
2 . The ordinary customs duty to be collected on United
States articles· as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1
of the Protocol, which during the following portions of the
period from· July 4, 1954, to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive,
are entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the Philippines
for consumption, and on Philippine articles as defined in
Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph l of the Protocol, other than
those specified in Items D to G, both inclusive, of the Schedule
to Article II, which during such portions of such period are
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States
for consumption, shall be determined by applying the following
percentages of the Philippine duty as defined in Subparagraph
(h) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, and of the United States
duty as defined in Subparagraph (g) of Paragraph 1 of the
Protocol, respectively:
(a) During the period from July 4, 1954, to December
31, 1954, both dates inclusive, five pe:c centum •
(b) During the calendar year 1955, ten per centume.
(c) During each calendar year after the -calendar year
1�55 until and including the calendar year 1972, a percentage
equal to the percentage for the preceding calendar year in creased by five per centum of the Philippine duty and the
United States duty, respecti�,., as so defined.
(d) During the period from January 1, 1973, to July
3, 1974, both dates inclusive, one hundred per centume.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE I, Paragraphs 3 , 4, s,· 6 and 7
3 . Cµstoms duties on United States articles, and on Philippine articles,
other ·than ordinary customs duties, shall be determined without regard to the
provisions of Paragraphs I and 2 of this Article, but shall be subject to the
provisions of Paragraph 4 of this Articlee.
4 . V!ith respect to United States articles imported into the Pllilippioes,
and with respect to Philippine articles imported into the United States, no duty
on, or in connection with, importation shall be collected or paid in an amount
in excess of the duty imposed with respecttolike articles which are the product
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of any other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount if · the duty
is not imposed with respect to 'Such like articles . As used in this Paragraph,
the term "duty" includes taxes,t· fees, charges, or exactions, imposed, or
iri connection with, importation, but does not include internal taxes or ordi
nary customs dutiest.
5. -:_i/ith respect to products of the United States which do not comet·
within the definition of United · States articles, imported into the Philippines,
duty on, or in connection with, . importation shall be collected or paid in an
amount in excess of the duty imposed with respect to like articles which are
the product of any other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount
if the duty is not imposed with respect to such like articles which are the
product of any other foreign country . As u·sed in this Paragraph, the term
"duty" includes taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on, or in con
nection vn.th, importation, but does not include internal taxes. ·
6 . With respect to products of the Philippines, which dot:not comet·
within the definition oft. Philippine'articles, imported into the United States,
no duty on, or in connection with, importation shall be collected or paid in
an amount in excess of the duty imposed with respect to like articles which
are the product of any other foreign country (except Cuba), or · collected or
paid in any amount if the duty is not imposed with respect to such like articles
which are the product- of any other foreign country (except· Cuba).t· As used in
this Paragraph, the term "duty" includes taxes,· fees, charges exactions,
imposed on, or in connection with, importation, but does :not include internal
taxest.
7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 1 of this Article, the
Philippines shall impose a temporary special import tax; 1n lieu of the present
tax on the sale of foreign exchange, on any article or product imported or
brought into the Philippines, irrespective of source; provi4ed that such special
levy is applied in a non-discriminatory manner pursuant to Paragraphs 4 and 5
of this Article, that the initial tax is at a · rate no higher than the present rate
of the foreign exchange tax, and that the tax shall be progressively reduced at
a rate no less rapid than that·specified in the following -Schedulet. If, as a re
sult of applying this Schedule, the total revenue from Philippine customs duties
and from the special import tax on goods coming from· the Unite·d State· s· is less
in any calendar year than the proceeds from the exchange tax on such goo_ds
during the calendar year 1955, no reduction need be made in the specfal· fm- _
port tax for the next succeeding calendar year, and, if necessary to restore
· revenues collected on the importatio11 of United States goods to the level of
the exchange tax on such goods in calendar year 1955, the Philippines may
increase the rate for such succeeding calendar year ·to any previous
level provided for in this Schedule which is considered to be necessary
· to restore such revenues to the amount collected from the exchange tax on ·
United States goods in calendar year 1955. Rates for the special import
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levy in subsequent years shall be fixed in accordance with the schedules specified in this Article,.t, except as the Philippine Government may determine that
higher rates are nec�ssary to maintain the abovet-mentioned level of revenues
from the importation of United States goods. In this event, such rate shall be
determined by the Philippine Government, after consultation with the United
States Government, at a level of the Schedule calculated to cover any anticipated
deficiency arising from the operation of this provisiont.
SCHEDULE FOR REDUCING SPECIAL IMPORT TAX
,

(a) After December 31, 1956, ninety per centum.

(b) After December 31, 1957, eighty per centum.
(c) After December 31, 1958, seventy per centum.

(d) After December 31, 1959, sixty per centum.
(e) After December 31, 1960, fifty per centum.
(f) After December 31, 1961, forty per centum.
(g) After December 31, 1962, thirty per centumt.

(h) After December 31, 1963, twenty per centum.
,

(i) After December 31, 1964, ten per centum.
(j ) On and after January i, 1966, nil.
,

,

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE I, ?.aragraphs 3, 4, 5, and 6
. are included without change in the Revised Agreement. The 1946
Agreement, ARTICLE I did not contain a provision comparable
to Pa.ragraph 7. See g,. 10-11, 26-28 .
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE II, Paragraph·i.
1 . During the period from January 1 , 1956, to Dece1nber 31, 1973, both dates

inclusive, the total amount of the articles fa11ing within one of the classes speci
fied in Items A and A- 1 of the Schedule to this Paragraph, which are -Philippine
articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph l of the Protocol, and which,
in any calendar year may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the •
United States for consumption, shall not exceed the amounts specified in such ·
Schedule as to each class of articles. During the period from January 1, 1956,
.

.
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to December 31, 1973, both dates inclusive, -the total amount of the articles
falling within the class specified in · Item B of the Sc·hedule to this Paragraph
v.Jh ich are the product of tl1e Philippines, and which, in any calendar year,
may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States for con
sumption, shall not exceed the amount specified in such Schedule as to such
class of articles. During the period from January 1, 1974, to July 3 , 1974,
both dates inclusive, the total amounts referred to in the preceding sentences
of this Paragraph shall not exceed one-half of the amount specified in such
Schedule with respect to each class of articles, respectively. The establish
ment herein of the limitations on the amounts of Philippine ra,v and refined
sugar that may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse in the United States
for consumption, shall be without prejudice to any increases which the
Congress of the United States might allocate to the Philippines in the future.
The following Schedule to Paragraph 1t.shall constitl!te an integral PB:lit there,of •
. SCHED.U LE OF ABSC,LUTE QUOT AS
Item

Amounts

Classes of Articles

· A

Sugar-s
A .. I of which not to exceed . . t• • • • . • . • • • • • • • • •
1nay be refined sugars, meaning "directt
consumption sugar" as defined in Section
101 of the Sugar Act of 1948, as amended,
of the United States, which is set forth in
part as Annex I to this :Agreement.\

952, 000 short'.tons
·
.
56, 000 shorf:"tons

B

Cordage, including yarns,. . . .. . ... .. . ...t. .. . . . _• •
twines (including binding twine described
in Paragraph 1622 of the Tariff Act of 19 30
of the United States, as amended, which is
set forth as Annex II to this Agreement),
cords, cordage, rope and cable, tarred or
untarred, wholly or in chief value of lVl.aniJa
(abaca) ·tor other fibert.

6, 000, 000 lbs.

•

•

•

•

•

, •

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

• • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• JI

•

•

' �

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE II, ,Paragraph 1 . See pp . 12-13 •
'

•

<

I • During the period from January 1, 1946, to December ·
31, 1973, both dates inclusive, the total amount of the articles
falling within one · of the classes specified in Items . A and A- l ,
and C to G, both inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article
which are Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph (f)
of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, and which, in any, calendar
year, may be entered, or withdrav,n from warehouse, in
the United States for constumption shall not exceed the
amounts specified in such Schedule as to each class of
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articles .- During the period from January 1 , 1946, to December
31, 1973, both dates inclusive, the total amount of the articles
falling within the class specified in Item B of the Schedule to
this Article which are the product of the Philippines, and
which, in any calendar year, may be entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, in the United States for consumption, shall
not exceed the amounts specified in such Schedule as to such
class of articles. During the period from January 1 , 1974,
to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive, the total amounts re
ferred to in the preceding sentences of this Paragraph shall
not exceed one-half of the amount specified in such Schedule
with respect to each class of articles, respectively •
•

Revised Agreement, ARTICLB 11, Paragraph 2
2 . Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of
the Protocol falling within one of the classes specified in the items included in
the Schedule to ·this Paragraph, which, · during the following portions of the period
from January 1, 1956, to December 31, 1973, both dates inclusive;
are entered,
.
or withdrawn from warehouse·in the United States for consumption., shall be
free of ordinary customs duty, in quantities determined by applying the following
percentages to the amounts specified in such Schedule as to each such class of
articles:
(a) During each of the calendar years 1956 to 1958, inclusive, ninety-five
per centum.
(b) During each of the calendar years 1959 to 1961, inclusive, ninety
per centum.
(c) During each of the calendar years 1962 to 1964, inclusive, eighty

per centum.

(d) During each of the calendar years 1965 to 1967, inclusive, sixty
per centum.
(e) During each of the calendar years 1968 to 1970, inclusive, forty
per centum.
(f) During each of the calendar years 1971 to 1973, inclusive, twenty
per centumt.
(g) On and after January 1, 1974, nil.
The following Schedule to Paragraph 2, shall constitute an integral part thereof:
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SCHEDULE OF TARIFF QUOTAS
Item
A

B

C

D

Classes or Articles
Cigars· (exclusive of cigarettes, • ·t• • • • •
. cheroots of all kinds, and paper· cigars and
. ·cigarettes, including wrappers).

Amounts

• •

Scrap tobacco and stemmed and • • • , • • • • •
unstemmed filler tobacco described in Paragraph 602 of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the
United States, as amended,which is set forth
as Annex III to this Agreement.

200, 000, 000
cigars
.

·

.

''

6, 500;000
lbst.

Coconut Oil • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

200, 000
long• tons

Buttons of pear1 or shell • • • • • • • • • • • • •

850, 000
gross

•

The quantities shown in the Schedule to this Paragraph represent base quantities
for the purposes of computing the tariff-free quota and are not absolute quotas.
·
Any such Philippine article sotentered,
or withdrawn from warehouse, in excess
of the duty-free quota provided in this Paragraph shall be subject to one hundred
per centum of the United States duty as defined in _Subparagraph (g) of Paragraph
1 of the Protocolt.
,

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE II, faragraph 2. Seetp. 12.
.

.

.

2 . Philippine articles a·s defined in Subparagraph (f)
of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol failing within one· of the
classes specified in Items D to G, both inclusive, of the
Schedule to this Article, which during the following portions
of the period from January 1, 1946,to_ Dece1:Ilher 31, 1973,
both dates inclusive, are -entered, or withdrawn from ware
house, in the United States for consumption, shall be free
of ordinary.customs duty, in quantities determined by ap.
plying the following percentages of the amounts specified
in such Schedule as to· each such class of articles:
(a) Ouring each of the calendar years 1946 to
1954, one hundred per centumt.
(b) During the calendar year 19 55, · niriety-five
per centum.
(c·) During each calendar -year after the calendar
year 1955, until and including the calendar year 1973, a
percentage equal to the percentage for the pre�eding
calendar year decreased by five per centum of such
specified amounts.
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Any such Philippine article so entered or withdrawn from waree
house in excess of the duty -free quota provided in this Para
graph shall be subject to one hundred per centum of the United
States duty as defined in Subparagraph (g) of Paragraph 1 of
the Protocole.
1946 Agreement, ARTICLE II, Schedule. Seeep . 12e.
The following Schedule to Article II shall constitute
an integral part thereof:
I
Numerical
Item

ll
Commodity
Description

III
All
Quantities

A

Sugars .

952, 000 short tons

A.. 1

Niay be refined sugars, meaning,
'direct-ccn�mption sugar' as de
fined in SeGtion 101 of the Sugar
Act of 19 3 7 of the United �tates,
which is set forth in part as
Annex I to this Agreement

Not to exceed
56,e000
short tons

,

B

,

Cordage, including yarns, twines
(including binding twines described
in Par_agraph 1622. of the Tariff Act
of 19 30 of the United States, as
amended, which is set forth �s
Annex II- of this Agreement), cords,
cordage, rope, and cable, tarred
or untarred, wholly or in chief
value of Manila (abaca) or other
hard fiber.

C

Rice, including rice meal, flour ,
polish and bran.

D

Cigars (exclusive of cigarettes,
cheroots of all kinds,e·and paper
cigars and cigarettes, includipg
wrappers).

6, 000, 000 lbs . •

1, 040, 000 lbs •
200,e000,e000
ciga�s
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I
Numerical
Item
E

II
Commodity
Description
Scrap tobacco, and stemmed and unstemmed filler tobacco described
in Paragraph 602 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 of the United States, as
amended, which is s·et forth as
Annex III to this Agreement

F

Coconut oil

G

Buttons of p·earl or shell

III
All
Quantities

6, 500, 000 lbse.

200, 000
long to_n s ·
850, 000 gross

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE II, p, aragraph 3 . The Revised
Agreement does not provide for allocation of Philippine
quotas in the United States market among Philippine pnoducers. ·See p. 12.
3 . Each of the quotas providede-for in Paragraphs I
and 2 of this Article for articles falling Within one of the
classes specified in Items A - 1 and B, ·eand · D to G ,. each :
inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article shall be ·allocated
annually by the Philippines to the manufacturers in the
Philippines in thee·calendar year 1940 of products of a · class
for which such quota is established; and whose products of
such class were exported to the United States during such · ·
calendar year, or their successors in interest,e· proportion
ately on the basis of the amount of products of such class ·
produ·ced by each such manufacturer (or in thee·case of such
successor in interest, the amount of the products of suche·
class produced by his predecessor in interest) which was
exported to the United States during the following period: ·
(a) In the case of Items A-1 and D to G, each inclusive,
the calendar year 1940, and (b) In the case of Item B, the
tv1elve months immediately preceding the inauguration of
the Commonwealth of the· Philippines . The quota provided
for in Paragraph 1 of this Article for unrefined sugar speci
fied in Item A of such Schedule, including that required toe.
manufacture the refined sugar specified in Item A- 1 of the
Schedule, shall be allotted annually by the Philippines to
t he sugar-producing mills and plantation owners in the
Philippines in the calendar year 1940 whose sugars were
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exported to the United States during such calendar year,
or their successors in interest, proportionately on the
basis of their average annual production ( or in the case
of such a successor in interest, the average annual pro
duction of his predecessor in interest) for the calendar
years 1931, 1932, and 1933, and the amount of sugars
which may be so exported shall be allocated in each year
between each mill and the plantation owners on the basis
of the proportion of sugars to which each mill and the
plantation owners are respectively entitled, in accordance
with·any milling agreements between them, or any extene
sion, modification, or renewal thereofe.

1946 Agreement, ARTIC LE II, �agraph 4 . The Revised

Agreement does not provide for allocation of Philippine
quotas in the United States market among Pldlippine pro
ducers . See p. 12 •

.4. The holder of any allotment under law existing
on April 29, 1946, including his successor in interest, and

the holder of any allotment under any of the quotas which
are provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article the
allocation of which is provided for in Paragraph 3 of this
Article, may transfer or assign all or any amount of such
allotment on such terms as may be agreeable to the parties
in interest � U, after the first nine months of any calendar
year, the holder of any allotment, for the year, under any ·
of the quotas referred to in the preceding sentence. is or
will be unable for any reason to export to the United States
all of his allotµient, in time to .ft1Jfill the quota for that year,
.
that amount of such allotment which it is established by
sufficient evidence cannot be so exported during the remainder
of the calendar year may be apportioned by the Philippine
Government toe.other holders of allotments under the same
quota, or in such other manner as will insure the fulfillment
of the quota for that year: Provided, That no transfer• or
assignment or r.eallocation u11der the provisions of this
Paragraph shall dimi�ish the allotment to which the holder
may be entitled in any subsequent calendar yeare.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE III .·e·
·l . Except as otherwise provided in Article II or in Paragraph 2 of this
Article, neither country shall impose restrictions or prohibitions on the im 
portation of any article of the other country, . or on the ez:portation of any
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article to the territories of the other country, unless the importation of
the like article of, or the exportation of the like article to, all third countries
is similarly restricted or prohibitedro If either country imposes quantitative
restrictions on the importation or . e�ortation of any article in which the
other country has an important interest. and if it makes allotments to any
third country, it shall afford such other country a share proportionate to
the amount of the article, by quantity or value, supplied by or to it during
a previous representative period, due consideration being given to any
special factors affecting the trade in such article .

2.

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 1 of this Article,
with respect to quotas on United States :.articles as defined in Subparagraph
(e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol or ,with respect to quotas on Philippine
articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol
(other than the articles for which quotas are provided in Paragraph 1
Article II) a quota may be established only if
1) The President of th·e country desiring to impose the quota,
after investigation, finds and proclaims that, as the result of
preferential treatment accorded pursuant to this Agreement,
any article of the other country is being imported in-. sµch in
creased quantities and under such conditions as to -cause or
threaten serious injury to domestic producersroflikerorrdirectly
competitive articles; or
2) The President of the country desiring to impose the quota finds
that such action is necessary to forestall the imminent threat of;
or to stop, a serious decline in its monetary reserves, or, in
the .event its monetary reserves are very low, to achieve a reason able rate of increase in its reservesr.
(b) Any quota imposed for any twelve-month period under (a) : 1) above
for the purpose of protective domestic industry shall not .be less than the
amount determined by the President of the ·importing country as the total
amount of the articles of such class· which, during:the
. twelve months pre
.
ceding entry into effect ·of the quota,was entered, •Or .withdrawn from ware
house, for consumption, after deduction of the amount by which he finds
domestic production can be increased during the twelver-month period of the
quota; or if the quota is established for any period other than a twelver-month
period, it shall not be less than a proportionate amountr.
. . ..

(c) Each Party agreesrnot
to apply restrictions so as to prevent un
.
reasonably the importation of any description of goods ·in.rminimum com
mercial quantities, the exclusion of which would seriously impair regular
channels of trade, or restrictions which would prevent the importation of
comrnercial samples, or prevent compliance with patent, trademark,
copyright, or similar .- proceduresr.
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(d) Any quota established pursuant to · this Paragraph shall not
continue in effect longer than necessary to_ a_chieve the purposes for
its imposition; at which time the President of the country imposing
the quota, following investigation, shall find and proclaim that the
conditions which gave rise to the estahlishm·ent· of such quota no
longer existt.
3. Either country taking action pursuant to the provisions oft· this
Article shall give notice to the other country as far in advance as may
be practicable, and shall afford it an opportunity to consult in respect
of the: proposed action. It is understood that this right of consultationt_
does not imply that the consent of the other country to the establish
ment of the quota is needed in order for the quota to be put into effectt.
1946 Agreement ARTICLE III.

See p . 14.

1 . With respect to quotas on Philippine articles as
defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol
(other t'ian the quotas provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of
Article II, and other than quotas established in conjunction
with quantitative limitations, applicable to products of all
foreign countries, on imports of like artitcles), the United
States will nott· establish any such quota for any period be
fore January 1, · 1948, e.nd for any part of the period from
January 1, 1948, to July 3, 1974, beth dates inclusive, it
will establish such a quota only if (a) The President of the United States, after investi
gation, finds and proclaims that such Philippine
articles are coming, or are likely to come, into
substantial competition with like articles the
product of the United States;
· (b) The qu'ota ·tfor any Philippine article as so defined
for any twelve-month period is not less than the
amount determined by the President as the total
amount of Philippine ardcles of such class which
(during the twelve months ended on the last day of
the month preceding the mont.'1 in which occurred
the date proclaimed by the President as the datet·
of the beginning of the investi:gation) was entered,
or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States
for consumption; or, if the quota is established ·
for any period other than a twelve-month period,
is not less than a proportionate arnountt.
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Any quota established pµrsuant to this · Paragraph shall
not continue ·in effect after the President, following
investigation, finds and proclaims- that the conditions
which gave rise to the establishment of- such quota
no longer exist.
. ..,

2. If the President of the United States finds
that the allocation of any quota established pursuant
to Paragraph .l of this Article is necessary to make
the application of the quota just and reasonable be
tween the United States and the Philippines, he shall,
in such proclamation or a subsequent proclamation,
provide the basis for such allocation, and if he exer-�
cises such right, the Philippines will .promptly put
and keep in effect, on the basis proclaimed by the
President of the United States, the allocation of
such quota.
,

Revised Agreement, ARTICLE IV, Paragraphs 1 and 2 .
1, With respect to articles which are products of the Unitedi·
States coming into the Philippiines, or with respect to articles manu
factured in the Phi lippines wholly or in part from such articles; - no
internal tax shall be (a) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internali,:
tax imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of
the Philippines, or collected or paid in any amount if the internal
tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles;
(b) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal
tax imposed with respect ' to like articles which are the product of
any other foreign country, or .icollected or paid in any amo�t if
the internal tax is not imposed Vv'i th respect to such lil<e articles.
Where an internal tax is imposed with respect to an article which
is the product of a foreign country to compensate for an internal
tax imposed ( 1) with respect to a like article . which is the product
of the Philippines, or (2) with respect to materials used in the .production of a like article which is the product of the PJµlippines,
tax which is collected and paid- ,- with
if the_'.ampunt ,Qf the Jnternal
.
respect to the · article · which is the product of the United States
is not in excess of that permitted by Paragraph 1 (b) of Article IV,
such collection and payment shall not be regarded · as . i n violation of
the first sentence of this Paragraph.
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2. "'J/ith respect to articles which are products of the Philippines
coming into the United Statese, or with respect to articles manufactured
in the United States wholly or in part from such articles, no internal
tax shall be (a) Sollected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax
imposed vvith· respect to like articles which are the product of the
United States, or collected or paid in any amount if the internal tax
is not imposed with respect to such lilce articles;
(b) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax
imposed with respect· to like articles which are the product of any
other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount if the in ternal tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles •
Vlhere . a n . internal tax is imposed vii.th respect to an article which
ie the product of a foreign country to compensate for an internal tax
imposed (1) with respect to a like article which is the product of the
United States, or (2) with respect to materials used in the production.
of a lilce article which is the product of the United States if, the
amount of the internal tax which is collected and paid with respect
to the article which is the product of the Philippines is not in exces s
of that permitted by Paragraph 2 (b) of Article IV, such collection
and payment shall not be regarded as in violation of the first sentence
of this Paragraphe. This Paragraph shall not apply to the taxes im
posed under sections 459 1 , 4812, or 4831 of the Internal Revenue · Code
of the United States which are set forth in part as Annexes IV, V, and
VI of this Agreemente.
1946 Agreement, ARTICLE IV, Paragraphs 1 and 2 are
included without change in the rrevised Agreement
1946 Agreement, Al�TICLE IV, Paragraph 3 was deleted
in the Revised Agreemente. Seeep . 1 4 .
3 . No export tax shall be imposed or collected
by the United States on articles exported to the Philippines,
or - by the Philippines on articles exported to· the United
States.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE IV, Paragraphs 3 and 4 .
3 . No processing tax or other internal tax shall be imposed or collected
in the United States or in the Philippines with respect to articles coming into
such country for the official use of the Government of the Philippines or of
the United States, respectively, or any department or agency thereof.
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4. No processing tax or other internal tax shall be imposed or
collected in the Uniteds-St�tes with respect to Manila (abaca) fiber not
dressed or manufactured in any manner .s·
1946 Agreement, ARTICLE IV, Paragraphs· 4 and 5
are included without change in the Revised Agreement
as Paragraphs 3 and 4 respectively of Article IV .
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE IV, Paragraph 5 .
5 . The United States will not reduce the preference of two cents
per pound provided in Section 4513 of the Internal Revenue Code of the
United States (relating tos·pro· cessing taxes on coconut oil, etc, ), which
is set forth as Annex VII to this Agreement, with respect to arti_cles
"wholly the production of the Philippine Islands " or articles "produced
wholly from materials the growth or production of the Philippine Islands";
except that it may suspend the provisions of Section 4511 (b) ·of the
Internal Revenue Code of the United States, during any period as to
which the President of the United States,· after _sconsultation with the
President of the -Philippines, finds · that adequate supplies of neither copra
nor coconut oil, the product of the Philippines, are readily available for
processi11g in the United States .

1946 A8!'eement_, ARTICLE IV, Paragraph 6 appears

vv'ith minor changes as Artitle IV, Paragraph - 5 of the
Revised Agreement. The 1946 Agreement referred to
the relevant sections of the Internal Revenue Code of
the United States in force in 1946 •

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE V, was deleted from the

Revised Agreement. See p . 1 1 .

lbe value of Philippine currency in relation
to the United States dollar shall not be changed, the
convertibility of Philippine pesos into United States
dollars shall not be suspended, and no restrictions
shall be imposed on the transfer of funds from the
Philippines to the United States except by agreement
with the President of the United States.
,,

Revised Agreement, ARTICLE V
The Republic of the Philippines will take the necessary legislative
and executive actions, prior to, or at the time of, the entry into force
of the revisions of this Agreement authorized by the Congress of the
Philippines and the Congress of the United States in 1955, to ena_ct and
implement legislation similar to that already enacted by the Congress
of �e United States as Public Law 419, 83rd Congress, Chapter 323,
2nd Session, to facilitate the entry of Philippine traders ,
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1946 Agreement, ARTICLE VI, faragraphs 1 and 2 •
These provisions were replaced by ARTICLE V of
the Revised Agreement which provides for reciprocity
in the treatment by each country of · "traders" fro m
the other countryr.
1. Any citizen of the United States who actually
resided in the Philippines, and any citizen of the Philip
pines who actually resided in the United States, for a
continuous period of three years during the period of
forty -two months ending November 30, 1941, if entering
the country ·of such former residence during the periodr·
from July 4, 1946, to July 3, 1951, both dates inclusive,
for the purpose of resuming residence therein, shall
for the purposes of the immigration laws , be considered
a non-quota immigrantr. ·After such admission as a non
quota immigrant he .shall, for the purpose of the immir
gration and natuxalization laws, be considered as law
fully admitted to such country for permanent residence.
The benefits of this Paragraph shall also apply to the
wife of any such citizen of the United States , if she is
also a citizen thereof, and to his unmarried children
under eighteen yearsr·of age. , and to the wife of any such
citizen of the Philippines, if she is also a citizen thereof
or is eligible for United States citizenship, and to his
unmarried children under eighteen years of age, if such
wife or children of such citizen of t'le United States or
of such citizen of the Philippines are accompanying or
following to join him during such period •r.;This Paragraph
shall not apply to a citizen of the Phiiippines .admitted to
the Territory of Hawaii, without an immigration or pass
port visa, under the provisions of Paragraph (1) of .rSection
8(a) of the Act of March 24, 1934, of the United States
which is set forth as Annex VIII to this Agreementr.
2 . There shall be permitted to enter the Philippines,
without regard to · any numerical limitations ·under the laws
of the Philippines, in each of the calendar years 1946 to
1951 , both inclusive, one thousand two hundred citizens of
the United States, each of whom shall be entitled to r.e
main in the Philippines for five yearsr.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE VI
1 . The disposition , exploitation, development, and utilization of all
agricultural , timber, and mineral lands of the public domain, waters, minerals,
coal petroleum,and other mineral oils, all forces and, sources ·of potential
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energy, a11d other natural resources of either Party and the operation of
public utilities., shall, if open to any person, be open to citizens of the ·
other Partys.a,nd Jo all · forms of business e11terprise owned or controlled,
dir�ctly. _or indirectly, by citizens of such other Party in the same man
ner �s �o, ;and under the same conditions imposed upon citizenss·or cor
porations pr
Party
. associations owned or controlled by citizens of the
.
.
granting the right.
2. The rights provided for in Paragraph 1 may be exercis�d, in
the case of citizens of the Philippines with respect to. natural resources·.
.
in the United States which are subject to F_ederal control or regulations.
only thr9.'ugh _the medium of a copporation organized under the laws of
the United States or one of the States thereof and likewise, in the case
of citizens of the United States with respect to natural resources in the
public �omain in t�e Philippines, only thr_ough the _smedium of a copora
tion organized under the laws of the Philippines and at least 60 per cent
of the capital stock of which is owned or 'Controlled by citizens of the
United Statess. This provision, however, does not affect the right of
citizens of the United States to acquire or own private agricultural
lands in the Philippines or of citizens of the Philippines to acquire or
own land in the United States which is subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States and not within the jurisdiction of any State and which is
not within the public domain, The Philippines reserves the right to
dispose of its public lands in small quantities on especially favorable
terms exclusively to actual settlers or other users who are its own
citizenss. The United States reserves the right to dispose of its
public lands in small quantities on especially favorable terms exclusively
to actual settlers or other. users who are its own citizens or aliens who
have declared theirs.intention to become citizens, Each Party reserves
the right to limit the e_xt_ent to which alie-ns may engage in . fishing or en
gage in enterprises which furnish communiscations services and air or
water transport . The United States also reserves the right to limit the
extent to which aliens may own land in its outlying territories and posses sions, but the Philippines will extend to American nationals who are
residents of-any of those outlying territories and possessio11s only the
same rights, with respect to ownership of lands, which are granted therein
to citizens of the Philippines • The rights provided for in this Paragraph
shall not, however, be exercised by either Party so as to derogate from
the rights previously acquired by citizens or corporations or associations
owned or controlled by citizens of the other Party •
.

.

.

"

.

. .

3 - The United States of America reserves the rights of the several
States of the United States to limit the extent to which citizens or corpora
tions or asso·ciations owned or controlled by citizens of the Philippines may
engage in the· activities specified in this Article . The Republic of the
Philippines reserves the powers.to deny any of the rights specified in thi_s
Article to citizens of the United States who are citizens of States, _ or to ·
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corporations or associations at least 60 per cent of whose capital stock
or capital _i'sr·owned or controlled by citizens of States , which deny like
rights to citizens of the Philippines, or to corporations or associations
which are owned or controlled by citizens of the Philippinesr. The exercise
of this reservation on the part of the Philippines shall not affect previously
acquired rights,r·provided that in the event that any State of the United
States of America should in the future impose restrictions which. would
deny to citizens or corporations or associations owned or controlled by
citizens of the Philippines the right to continue to engage in activities in
which they were engaged therein at the time of the imposition of such
restrictions, the Republic of the Philippines shall be free to apply like
limitations to the citizens or corporation, or associations owned or con
trolled by cltizens of such States •
1946 Agreement, ARTICLE VII, Paragraphs 1 and 2 . See p . 13 .
·

1 . The disposition, exploitation, development,
and utilization of all agricultural, timber, and mineral
lands of the public domain, waters·, minerals, coal,
petroleum, and other mineral oils , all forces and
sources of potential energy, and other natural re
sources of the ·Philippines, and the operation of
public utilities, shall, if open to any person, be
open to citizens of the United States and to ·all forms
of business enterprise owned or controlled, directly
or indirectly, by United States citizens, except that
(for the perio•d prior to the amendment of the Con stitution of the Philippines referred to in Paragraph
2 of this Article) the Philippines shall not be required
to comply with such part of the foregoing provisions
of this sentence as are in conflict with such
Constitution.
2 . The Government of the Philippines will
promptly take such steps as are necessary to secure
the amendment of the �onstitution of the Philippines
so as to permit the taking effect as laws of the Philip
pines of such part of the provisions of Paragraph 1
of this Article as is in conflict with such Constitution
before such amendment.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE VII
·

1 , The Republic of the Philippines and the United States of America .
each agrees not to discriminate in any manner, with respect to their en gaging in business activities, against the citizens or any form of business
enterprise owned or controlled by citizens of the other, and that new
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limitations irnposed by either Party upon the extent to which aliens are
accorded national treatment ,vith respect to carryinge·on business acti
vities within its territories, shall not be applied as against enterprises
owned or _ controlled by citizens of the other party which are engaged in
such activities ·etherein at the time such new limitations are adopted,
nor shall such new limitations be applied to American citizens or cor
porations or associations owned or controlled by· American citizens
whose States do not impose lilce limitation on citizens or corporations
or associations owned or controlled by citizens of the Republic of the
Philippines
2 . The United States of Ainerica reserves t11e rights of the
several States of the United States' to limit the extent to which citizens
or corporations or associations owned :or controlled by citizens of the
Philippines may engage in any business activities. The Re_pnblic of the
Philippines reserves the power to deny any rights to engage in business
activities to citizens of the United States who are citizens. of States, or
to corporations or asseociations at least 60 per cent of the <!Bpital stoclc or
capital of '\Vhich is owned or controlled by citizens of States, which
deny like rights to citizens of the Philippines or to corporations or
associations owned or controlled by citizens of the Philippinese. The
exercise of this reservation on the part of the Philippines shall not
affect previously a·cquired rights, provided that in the event that any
State· of the United States of America should in the future impose ree- ·
strictions which would deny _to citizens or corporations or associations
owned or controlled by citizens of the Philippines the right to continue
to engage in busineess activities in which they were engaged therein at
the time of the imposition of such restrictionse, the Republic of the
Philippines shall be free to apply like limitations to the citizens or
corporations or associations owned or controlled by citizens of
such States .
1946 Agreement contains no comparable provision.
Seee. pp . 28-32.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE VIII
Nothing in this · Agreement sl1all be construed:
(1) to require either Party to furnish any information the dise._
closure of which it consider's 'contrary to its essential security interests;
or
.

.

. i .�

(2) to prevent eitlier Party from taking any action which it con·-·
siders necessary for the protection of its essential security interests -
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(a) relating to fissionable materials or the materials from
which they are derived;
(b) relating to the traffic in arms, ammunition, and implet
ments of i,1ar and to such traffic in other goods and materials as is
carried on- directly or indirectly for the purpose of supplying a·
military establishment;
(c) taken in time of war or other emergency in international
relations; or
(3) to prevent either Party from taking any action in pursuance of its
obligations under the United Nations Charter for the maintenance of. inter 
national peace and securityt.
1946 Agreement contains no comparable provision.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE IX, Paragraph 1 .
1 . Upon the taking effect of this Agreement, and upon the taking effect
of the revisions thereof authorized by the Congress of the Philippines and the
Congress of the United States in 1955, the provisions placing obligations on the
United States: (a) if in effect as laws of the United States at the time of such
taking effect, shall continue in effect as laws of the United States during the
effectiveness of the Agreement; or (b) if not so in effect, shall take effect and
continue in effect as laws of the United States during the effectiveness of the
Agreementt. The Philippines will continue in effect as laws of the Philippines,
during the effectiveness of this Agreement, the provisions thereof placing
obligations on the Philippines.
1946 Agreement , ARTICLE VIII, P aragraph 1.
1 . Upon the taking effect of this Agreement the pro
visions thereof placing obligations on the United States:_
(a) if in effect a s laws of the United States at the time this
Agreement takes effect, shall continue in effectt•as laws of the
United �tates during the effect!veness of the Agreement; or
(b) if not so in effect at the time the Agreement takes effect,
shall take effect and continue in effect as laws of the United
Stat�s during the effectiveness of the Agreementt. The
. Philippines will continue in effect as laws of the Philippines,
during the effectiveness of this Agreement, the provisions
thereof placing obligations on the Philippines, except as is
otherwise provided in Paragraph 1 of Article VII.

Revised Agreement, ARTICLE I}C, Paragraph 2.

2. The Philippines and the United States will promptly enact,
and shall keep in effect during the effectiveness of this Agreement,
such legislation as may . be necessary to supplement ·the laws of the
Philippines and the United States, respectively, referred to in
Paragraph 1 of this. Article, and to implement the provisions of such
laws and the provisions of this Agreement placing obligations on the
Philippines and the U11ited States, respectively.
'

1946 Agreement, A_._q_TICLE VIII, �aragraphs 2 and 3 .

Note that P aragraph 2 of the 1946. Agreement includes
a Philippine commitment to enact legislation imple
menting the allocation of Philippine quotas in the ·
United States market among Philippine producers as
provided in ARTICLE II of the 1946 �_greements.

2. The United States and t.'1e Philippines will· . :
promptly enact, and shall l<eep in effect during t.1'16' ·
effective11ess of this Agree_ment,- such legislation as
may be necessary to supplement·the laws of the
United States and t.'1.e Philippines, respectively, re
ferred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article, and to im
plement the provisions of such laws and the provisions .
of this Agreement p1a·ci11g obligations on the United ·
States and the Philippines, respectively. Moreover,
the Philippines will promptly enact, · and· keep, in force and
effect during the effectiveness of this Agreement,s·
such legislation as may be necessary to put a11d
keep in effect during the effectiveness of this Agree
ment, the allocation, reallocation, transfer, and
assignment of quotas on the basis provided for in
Paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article II; and, if the United· .
States exercises the right to establish quotas pur
suant to Paragraph I of Article III and provide for
the allocation thereof pursuant to Paragraph 2 of
the same Article, the Philippi-neswill.promptly enact ,
and keep in force during the period for which each
such quota is establish�d, . such legislation- ass.is necessary to put and keep in effect, on - the . :basiss.
provided by the United States, the allocation · of
such quotas .
3 . The Philippines. agree to assist the United . ·
States in carrying out Title I of the Philippine Re
habil�tation Act .of 1946 of the Uniteds$tates
,
by
pro•
'
. '
'f
viding that the following acts relative to such Title • :

••

;.

.

•

:

1

.

•

'
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shall be·offenses under the lav,s of the Philippines,
and that, upon conviction thereof, the penalties
attached to such offenses shall be enforced:
(a) Vlhoever, in the Philippines or elsewhere,
makes any statement or representation knovnng it to
be false, or whoever willfully and fraudulently over
values loss of or damage to property for the purpose
of obtaining for himself or for any claimant any com pensation pursuant to such Title, or for the purpose
of influencing in any way the action of the ffulippine
War Damage Commission of the United States with
respect to·any claim for compensation pursuant to
such Title, or for the purpose of obtaining money,
property, or a.nything of value under such Title, shall
be punished by a fine of not more·than tt�e equi,,alent,
i11 the currency of the Philippines, of five thousand
dollars, United States currency, or by imprisonment
for not more than two years, or both, and shall not
receive any payments or other benefits under such
Title and, it anyt·payment or benefit shall have been
made or granted , such Commission shall talce such
action as may be necessary to recover the same.
(b) Whoever, in the Philippines or elsewhere,
pays or offers to pay, or promises to pay, or receives,
on account of services rendered or to be rendered in
connection with any claim for compensation under such
Title, any remuneration in excess of five per centum of
the compensation paid by the Philippine War Damage
Commission of the United StBtes on account of such
claim, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
shall be fined not more than the equivalent, in the ·
currency of the Philippines, of five thousand dollars,
United States currency, or imprisonment for not more
than twelve months, or both, and, if any such payment
or benefit shall have been made or granted, such Com
mission shall take such action as .may be necessary to
recover the same, and, in addition thereto, any such
claimant shall forfeit all rights under such Titlet.
Revised Agreement, ARTICLE X·;

.

.·· ·. .

The Philippines and the United States agree to consult with each other
with respect to any questions as to the interpretation or the application of
this Agreement, concerning which either Governmeut may make representa
tions to the other. Not later than July 1, 1971, the Philippines and the United
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agree to consult with each other as to joint problems Which may arise ·
as a result or in anticipation of the termination of this Agreements.

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE IX
The United States and the Philippines agree to
consult with each other v<iith respect · to any questions
as to the interpretation or the application of this
Agreement, concerning which either Government
may make representations to the others.
Revised Agreement, ·sARTICLE Xl •.

1 . This Agreement shall have no effect after July 3 , 1974. It
may ·be terminated by either the Philippines or the United States at any
time, upon not less than five years' v1ritten notices. If the President
of the Philippines or the President of the United States determines and
proclaims that the other country has adopted or applied measures or
practices vvhich would operate ·to nullify or impair any right or obligation
providedfor in this Agreement, then the Agreement may be terminated
upon not less than six months' written notice.
2 . The revisions of this Agreement authorized by the Congress
of the Philippines and the Congress of the United States in 1955 shall
enter into force on January 1, 19 56 .
IN WITNESS WHEP"EOF the respective Plenipotentiaries have
signed this Agreement and have affixed hereunto their sealss.
D011e in duplicate in the English language at Washington, this
sixth day of September, one thousand nine hundred and fifty..fives.

1946 Agreement, ARTICLE X. See pp. 30-31 .
1 . The Philippine Trade Act of 1946 of the United
States having authorized the ·President of the United States
to enter into this Agree1nent, and the Congress of the
United States having enacted such legislation as may be
necessary to make the provisions .thereof placing obligations
on the Unite·d States take effect as laws of the- United States,
this Agreement shall take effect unless and until :the Congress
of the Philippines accepts it by law and has enacted such
legislation as may be necessary to make all provisions
hereof placing obligations- o� the Philippines take effect
as lav/s of the Philippines, except as is otherwise prosvided in Paragraph 1 of Article VII. This Agreement
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shall the11 be proclaimed by the President of the United
States and by the President of the Philippines, and shall
enter into force on the day following the date of such
proclamations, or, if they are issued on different dates�
on the day following the later in dates.
· 2 . This Agreement shall have no effect after
July 3, 1974. It may be terminated by either the United
States or the Philippines at any time, upon not less than
five yearss' written notices. If the President of the United
States or the President of the Philippines determines and
proclaims that the other country has adopted or applied
measures or practices which v1ould operate to nullify or
impair any right or obligation provided for in this Agree
ment, then the Agreement may be terminated upon not
less than six months' written notices.
3 . If the President of the United States determines
that a reasonable time for the making of the Amendment to
the Constitution of the Philippines referred to in Paragraph
2 of Article VII has elapsed, but that such Amendment has
not been made, he shall so proclaim and this Agreement
shall have no effect after the date of such proclamation.
4 . If the President of the United States determii1es
and proclaims, after consultation with the President of the
Philippines, . that the Philippines or any, of its political sub
divisions or. the Philippine Government is in any manner
discriminating against citizens of the United States or any
form of United States business enterprise, then the
President of the United States shall have the right to sus
pend the effectiveness of the whole or any portion of this
Agreements. If the . President of the United States subse
quently determines and proclaims, after consultation with
the President of the Philippines, that the discriminations.
which v,as the basis for such suspension (a) has ceased,
such suspension shall end; or (b) has not ceased after the
lapse of a time determined by the President of the United
States to be reasonable, th.en the President of the United
States shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
upon not less than- six months' written notice.

In witness whereof the President of the Philippines

and the Plenipotentiary of the President of the United States
have signed this Agreement and have affixed hereunto
their seals •
Done in duplicate in the English language at Manila,
this fourth day of July, one thousand nine hundred and forty
six.
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